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• Faculty

• GSS

Budget problems prompt
Flemming to leave position

Senate
presents
budget

By Svetlana Popova
Staff Writer
Disheartened by the continuing budget cuts in the University of
Maine and attracted by a larger
position in another university, the
dean of the College of Arts and
Humanities will leave UMaine at
the end of the academic year.
"I felt ready to take up a larger
college, a broader span of responsibilities," Leslie Flemming said.
Flemming spent six years in
Orono as dean. Although the reasons to leave were mostly personal, she was also influenced by the
financial problems of UMaine.
"I have been really discouraged by the budget situation at
UMaine — the cuts every year and
the prospect of future cuts," Flemming said.
In the fall, Flemming is beginning work as dean of Ohio University's College of Arts and Sciences.
"One very attractive thing about
Ohio (University) is that there
won't be any budget cuts," Flemming said. "I will also have the
responsibility for the sciences,and
all the traditional departments will
be in one college."
The College of Arts and Sciences at UMaine was divided into
the colleges of Arts and Humanities, Sciences and Social and Be-

havioral Sciences eight years ago.
But the resulting seven colleges
turned out to be too large a financial burden for UMaine,Flemming
said.
"Given our size,(we)probably
have more colleges than we can
afford," Flemming said. "The
structure worked very well and
served students well, but there was
one problem — with all the budget
cuts, we couldn't afford it."
Flemming supported the idea
ofrestructuring UMaine's academic units from the very beginning.
She said that all of UMaine's seven deans actively participated in
the drafting of Framework for
Change,the AFFIRM plan's companion piece, which outlined
UMaine's five new colleges.
"What's contained in Framework for Change concerning the
academic units represents a consensus of the deans. It is really
important for the campus community to understand that it'snot only
(Vice President of Academic Affairs)Bailey's plan ,it's the deans'
plan as well," Flemming said.
Although she believed changes would be for the better, Flemming said the uncertainty about
what would actually happen to her
college and position was also a
reason to think about another job.
Flemming's colleagues, however, find it hard to part with her.

By Paul Livingstone
Staff Writer

Dean o the College o Arts and Humanities Leslie A. Flemming.(Page Photo.)
"It is good for her, I guess, but
we are really going to miss her. We
are a really good team, and we
have a good working environment," said Linda Crocker, the
college's records technician, who
has been working with Flemming
for more than three years.
Flemming's assistant,Kathleen
Moring, who worked with Flemming since the very beginning,said
that although Flemming and the
college have passed through some
very difficult times,Flemming has
always been a great dean and colleague.
"She has a wonderful sense of
humor, and she's very fair. She
always has researched and looked
at all sides ofthe issue before coming to a decision," Moring said.

The college's associate dean,
Welch Everman,expressed his admiration for Flemming's dedication and hard work.
"I'm impressed with Leslie.
She's a very responsible and serious person when it comes to the
college," Everman said.
Flemming became dean of the
then newly created College of Arts
and Humanities six years ago,following another restructuring effort at UMaine.
"She put this college together.
It's an incredibly impressive job,"
Everman said.
It was Flemming again who
integrated the music and theater
departments into the School of
See FLEMMING on page 7

• Technology

. g computer difficult
Crowds make fmdm
By Jason McIntosh
Staff Writer
Some of those waiting stand
around,others sit cross-legged near
the entrance, glossing over their
notebooks. Looking over the tops

of the blue dividers, they all see
that every monitor in the large computer cluster has someone's head
leaning into it. So they wait some
more.
"You can always tell when final projects are due. It's just unbe-

lievable," Sandy Skibinski, manager of UMaine's public computer
clusters, said of the crowds that
tend to gather all day in the main
clusters located in the Union and in
Fogler Library.
UMaine has one public corn-

puter available for about every 90
students,Skibinski said. Most other universities hit the mark closer
to one for every 45.
"As you can tell from the numbers, we have a very poor ratio,"
she said.
Virginia Gibson, a member of
the Academic Computing Advisory Committee, which allocates
all of the clusters' annual funds
from the student-paid technology
fee, had a simple reason for the
slow support,one commonly heard
See CROWD on page 7

"Well,we finally have the budget," said Valbona Bajraktari, the
Student Government vice president for financial affairs, at this
week's special budget edition of
the General Student Senate meeting.
Representatives from over 50
clubs had to endure $121,323
worth of budgetary cuts, during
the four hour session.
The senate presented an itemized budget that spread the cuts
across the entire Student Government hierarchy, while Bajraktari
reviewed the revisions made to
each club and government board.
The main reasons for the cuts were
the $86,680for Student Legal Services previously not accounted for,
a number of new clubs requesting
funds and a general inability to
meet requests.
"We tried to come up with the
numbers that will satisfy you all,"
said Bajraktari,"but in some cases, the sum asked for was more
than we could provide. The Student Activity Fee shouldn't be
used only for conferences."
Many clubs participate in conferences in different areas of the
country and traveling expenses for
the conferences are often high.
Following the preliminaries,
the clubs were given the opportunity to protest or affirm the offered funds. Most groups were not
particularly pleased but accepted
them.
Some, such as the Society for
Women Engineers, were cordial.
"We would like to thank the
senate for their appropriations,"
said the male student representative.
The representative for the Interfraternity Council, who not so
pleased with the funds,said,"I've
See GSS on page 4
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The Fogler Library computer cluster is becoming a very busy place as this semester comes to
a close.(Gagne Photo.)
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• Shootings

• China's shortcomings

U.S. officials not pleased thus far Attack leaves 18 dead, 17 wounded
BEIJING (AP) — China has fallen "far, far short" of its commitments to
clean up piracy of U.S. goods, but faces no deadline, the U.S. ambassador said
Thursday.
China signed an agreement in February 1995 to better protect U.S. copyrights,
patents and trademarks. U.S. officials say the continuing illegal re-production of film,
music and computer software continues to be a problem.
China has made substantial progress removing pirated goods from its retail markets,
but the goods' production and export have increased, Ambassador James Sasser said at
a conference sponsored by Business Week magazine.
U.S. officials have warned that China could face sanctions because of piracy. Sasser
said there was no deadline.
"We're not in a position to issue ultimatums or lay down deadlines," he said.
Negotiators have offered a "road map" of suggested procedures and are
urging Chinese officials to follow them in order to implement the agreement,
Sasser said.
Illegal reproduction of film, music, and computer software in China last year cost
U.S. companies $2.3 billion, U.S. industry representatives say.

1

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) — In an attack that may have been a case of mistaken
identity, three men opened fire with submachine guns Thursday at a hotel near the
pyramids, killing 18 Greeks on a pilgrimage to Christian holy sites. Seventeen
people were wounded.
Police blamed Muslim insurgents for the attack, the deadliest in their four-year
campaign to overthrow the largely secular government and install strict Islamic rule.
There was no immediate claim of responsibility, but the insurgents have targeted
tourists in the past to cripple Egypt's vital tourism industry.
Police officials said they were investigating whether the gunmen mistook the Greeksfor
Israelis, who are known to frequent the hotel. Israel's bombardment of Lebanon this week
has outraged much of the Muslim world.
As with the dead, all but one of the 17 wounded — an Egyptian parking attendant —
were Greek tourists, most of them elderly. Three of them were hospitalized in critical
condition.
The attack began at about 7 a.m. as the tourists, part of an 88-member group
traveling from Athens, were about to board a bus outside the Europa Hotel on
Pyramids Road.

2

• Bosnia

Despite efforts, factions
will not meet deadline
SARAJEVO,Bosnia-Herzegovina(AP)— Bosnia's former warring parties will fail to meet a
deadline to pull back soldiers and heavy weapons,
even though they are trying "as hard as they can," a NATO
spokesman said Thursday.
"They won't have actually met the full requirements of
the deadline by midnight tonight," said Maj. Simon Haselock. "What we are saying is: This is not willful."
A senior NATO official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the pullback was unlikely to be concluded in
the next few weeks.
The Dayton peace agreement required the parties to withdraw a total of 150,000 soldiers to barracks. Also,by midnight
tonight (6 p.m. EDT), 800 tanks, 1,300 artillery pieces and
thousands of mortars and anti-aircraft weapons were to be
moved to storage sites previously approved by NATO.
Another 150,000 soldiers were to be demobilized.
The three sides have largely met previous deadlines.
NATO officials stressed the enormous problems for the
three factions that,even after 43 months of vicious fighting,
still lack organization and coordination.One NATO official
said three different Bosnian Serb brigades,unaware ofeach
other's plans, wanted to move into the same barracks.

3

• Bomb

Explosion in London
leaves many questions

her
Weat
Forecast
The
Local

LONDON (AP) — An explosion in an uninhabited home in a posh west London neighborhood left residents unharmed but puzzled by the
target, which seemed atypical of the Irish Republican
Army.
Today's Weather
The bombing Wednesday night tore through the
Partly sunny. High in the
privately owned house on The Boltons, a street of mid 50s.
elegant Victorian terraces. It was the fifth London
bomb scare since the IRA ended its cease-fire in
February.
An anonymous telephone call to The Associated Saturday's Outlook
Press had warned of the bombing using a recognized
Cloudy with scattered
IRA code word. The explosion came 12 minutes
showers. High in the 50s.
later.
Previous IRA bombs have appeared aimed at causing
maximum economic damage or inconvenience. Regardless, police spokesman Steve Park said the explosion
"was probably the work of the IRA."
Forecast
Winnie Gordon-Strauss, who lives in a house adjacent to Extended
Sunday...Scattered
the blast, was unconvinced.
"Why would the IRA want to hit here?" she asked. showers.Monday...Scattered
showers north. Fair south.
"It just doesn't make any sense."
Gordon-Strauss was stepping out with her dog when the Tuesday...Fair.
explosion blew apart a lamp in her vestibule. "I've still got
glass in my hair," she said.

4
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• Meeting

Association takes aim at university safety

Roger Banaitis, OSHA program director, speaks at the first meeting of the
Maine College and University Safety
Association.(Lachowski Photo.)

By Kathryn Ritchie
Staff Writer
The Maine College and University Safety
Association, designed to network resources
and information among the state's institutions
of higher education, held its first meeting on
Tuesday in the Dexter Lounge of the Alfond
Arena.Lectures included topics such asindoor
air quality and techniques for maintaining
health through workplace design.
"This pulls people together from a variety
ofdifferent areas," said Victoria Justus,director of Environmental Health and Safety on
campus. "We'll be able to learn from each
other."
Justus is part of a four-member team that
helped to pull the conference together. She
originally broached the idea for MECUSA to

the safety directors of Colby, Bates and Bowdoin colleges, who had their own private college safety group,the CBB task force. Everyone agreed it was a great idea and the project
took root a year ago.
Bruce McDougal, director of safety at
Colby College, described the first meeting as
"beyond expectations," considering only four
weeks notice had been given. Over 50 people
attended,representing 14colleges and universities across the state.
"Now,when you run into a problem,there's
a list of phone numbers to call and faces to go
with the names," McDougal said. Sue Daignault, director of safety at Bowdoin, said
MECUSA will allow all the colleges to share
lessons learned, cut to the chase on policies
and allow everyone to be more efficient.
"The bottom line is that this should reduce
accidents and injuries," she said.
MECUSA will also help the safety directors find better ways to deal new safety hazards
as they arise.
"There's not one person who's an expert
on everything, so we're able to pick each
other's brains," said Eric Germain,director of
safety at Bates.
Besides the sharing of information,
MECUSA was formed with a second goal in
mind:political power.Members will be watching the Augusta state legislature to make sure
they don't pass legislation that would adversely effect the safety ofstudents and employees.
"We'd like MECUSA to be the voice of
safety and scientific reasoning,"McDougalsaid.
"We hope to someday even do lobbying
for changing and exemption of regulations,"

Justus said.
UMaine was picked for the site of the first
meeting because it is centrally located, has a
large campus,and deals with a variety ofsafety
issues, according to Justus. Meetings will be
held quarterly, with the next one in July at the
Maine Maritime Academy. Membership in
MECUSA is designed loosely, with anyone
involved in health and safety issues on campus
welcome. The hope is that each campus involved will have an opportunity to host and

moderate a meeting.
The format involves members from the
different college safety programs lecturing
each other on one technical issue and one
broadly based topic.
In retrospect,Daignault said that next time
the group should pick topics with "more gray
area" that they don't all know much about.
The July meeting will cover ground
crew safety and hazardous waste temporary storage.

• Women in Curriculum

Acadian history rich
in musical tradition
and culture, Acadian women's role in the
and the resources for the study
community
Staff Writer
of these topics at Fort Kent's Acadian ArThe Acadian Archives at the University chives in what she called "a patchwork
of Maine at Fort Kent possess valuable presentation — more a crazy quilt than a
historical materials about life in the Upper specific pattern." Ornstein stitched the varSt. John Valley. They are readily available ious parts with several intermissions of fidfor research on the still under-studied topic dling, delighting the small audience of less
of Valley women,its director said Wednes- than 20 at the Wednesday's Women in the
Curriculum lunch lecture.
day.
Ornstein gave an overview ofthe history
"We are fundamentally interested in collecting information and making it accessi- of the Acadian and Canadian French settleble, rather than just collecting artifacts," ment of the St. John Valley and traced the
said folklorist and fiddler Lisa Ornstein. development of the Acadian community to
"Scholarly research on women is sparse the present day.
"French is one ofthe self-identifiers used
still, and various pieces (of information)
that do exist need to be patched together."
See WIC on page 6
Ornstein spoke about Acadian history

By Svetlana Popova
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POLLING PLACES
A YES VOTE WILL...
• generate a renewed sense of vitality among students.

• insure a student voice in governance of the facilities.
• define a new student-run community at the University of Maine.

Monday/Tuesday,April 22/23, 1996
Memorial Union
Latti Fitness Center
Field House
Dining Commons
Wednesday,April 24, 1996
Maine Day — Steam Plant
(if rain, polls located in Dining Commons)

Vote YES on April 22, 23, 24
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shown up to almost every GSS meeting.
I've drawn up a whole new constitution for
IFC. I think this is unfair."
Jen Nelson, a representative for Residents on Campus, was also upset with the
money allocated. "We're getting less this
year than last year. We need $10,000 just
to run the movie channel."
A disagreement erupted during the later
open debate among the senators concerning club representatives. Student Government President Ben Meiklejohn attempted
to represent certain clubs who had no members attending. The legality of this was, at
first, overlooked, but soon Sen. Chad King
challenged Meiklejohn's representation..
"What do you intend to do with the
money that's been allocated to you?," he
asked Meiklejohn tried to accept funding
for the Photography Club, which had no
representative present. "Did the club send
you as a representative?"
"I've been sent here to represent the
student body, and I feel like this is part of
it," said Meiklejohn, who was unable to
affirm either question.
The senate subsequently approved a
motion that stated that representatives must

have been sent by their respective clubs in
order to accept allocated money. Those
clubs absent from the meeting lost funding;
amounting to a savings of $2,688. This
money was added to the safety range. The
safety range is a buffer-zone against unanticipated costs for the next fiscal year.
Sen. Kris Meuller supported Meiklejohn's attempt to represent clubs that failed
to represent themselves at the meeting. "If
you say yes [on the motion], you'll be
signing the death warrant for these clubs."
Sen. James LeBlonde, along with several other senators, agreed with King."As
far as I'm concerned, there should be no
exceptions," he said.
Student Legal Services Office, accidentally excluded from the initial budget,
received the largest share of the money at
$86,680.
"There are things we've been contractually obligated to spend,so that's not been
cut," said King, chair of SLS. The line
items primarily consisted of the $79,600
legal contract and a contingency fund of
$4,000, which King also explained.
"We need to renegotiate the contract
next year, and if negotiations go poorly, we

Pre-Bumstock Party at Geddy's
Saturday April 20th, 18+Over
Doors open at 11:00, Drink Specia
BICYCLE till WES
PECCING ZOO
Here's your chance to win

Free Tuition

General Student senators (clockwise from top) James LeBlond, Chad King,
Angela Shea and Brian Cirone vote at the budget meeting Tuesday evening.
(Page Photo.)
will need this. Some people will say it's a
slush fund, but it's really, really not," King
said.
The open debate session was followed
by a full debate in which senators sponsored motions to increase the funding of
certain clubs.
Women's Hockey club managed to get
$900 added to its allocation, but Sen. Chris
Barstow's attempt to remove $500 from
the safety range to distribute to the IFC and
the Panhellenic Council failed.
Also unable to pass was a motion by

Sen. Jen Nelson to transfer $2,500 from
Student Entertainment Activities and place
the money in the ROC account.
Sen. Bill Bates motioned to transfer
money from the safety range to the American Marketing Association's budget,a motion that failed. Bates reopened the motion
and the Student Art League received the
$150 asked.The art league was the last club
to receive money at the session.
The final budget was approved at 10
p.m. with a safety range of$7,132.78 and a
total allocation of $369,473.22.

1(c:bur copinicon matters
Write a letter to the editor.

L/Malne's thrice-weekly newspaper

Tile Maine Camptas

In the General Alumni Association's
second annual

Tuition Raffle
A prize of one year's tuition (based on 24
credits, in-state undergraduate rates) will
be deposited at the University of Maine
business office in the name of the winner.
Last year's winner received $2,688.
To be elgible to win, you must:
• Be a registered student at UMaine for
Fall, 1996.
• Purchase your tickets before April 22.
Stop by Crossland Alumni Center (next to
Alfond Arena) to purchase your tickets.
Tickets are 1/$5 or 6/$25
Don't miss your chance to win!
A portion of proceeds will be used for academic
achievement scholarships and student academic travel
subsidies provided by the Alumni Association.

Art of Discount Travel
Discount Travel Consultant Bill Anthony
will present a comprehensive
consumer oriented seminar entitled

"Art of Discount Travel"
on Tuesday, April 23from 6-9pm in
102 Jenness Hall for the University of Maine,
Conferences & Institutes Division in Orono.
This seminar promises to provide a
wealth of proven practical strategies and
resources designed to help the traveller save
money-sometimes as much as 50% to 75%on airfaires, accomodations,tours, cruises
and more!
Admission is $39 and includes
a packet of supplementary materials.
,...,„.
Call 581-3414
for registration information
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• Socialist / Marxist

Earth Week prompts alternative energy source talk
By Paul Livingstone

move and cheap to make.
"We use fiberglass because it allows
Staff Writer
heat and light to come through and doesn't
In recognition of Earth Week,the So- get too hot."
cialist-Marxist group focused on an enviEwing, now 64, has traveled to South
ronmental issue, energy reform.
America, Scotland and the western UnitCharles Ewing, a graduate of New ed States to study community developHampshire College, with a doctorate in ment and promote energy lifestyles.
community economic development,
More recently, SEADS has expanded
talked about the activities of his Maine- to full-scale home construction.
based group SEADS for Truth, Inc.
Harvesting the lumber by horse and
In the 1960s, Ewing worked for aero- pack, the builders construct a post-founspace firm Werner von Braun, but he was dation house that can be used throughout
dissatisfied with the corporate mentality the winter by the prudent use of electricand wanted contribute on a community ity and heat.
level.
"By cooperative building, we were able
He formed the group SEADS for Truth to put together a house for a quarter the
in the early 1970s to help people achieve cost, including paid labor," said Ewing.
energy efficiency and self-sufficiency by
SEADS envisions 50-acre land trusts
using solar energy and producing home- populated by five families as an efficient,
grown foods.
self-sufficient entity. The organization
"We're working toward having ten- has established successful communities
ants on common land. We want a town along these guidelines in Long Island,
hall method of communication," said NY and Columbia, Maine.
Ewing.
"We have to stop looking at people as
SEADS most successful energy sav- victims, sending in rescue squads whening device has been the "People's Green- ever there's a problem," said Ewing.
house," a simple, lightweight, plastic- "Maine has a certain resilience, an integand-wood unit covered by clear fiber- rity that allows us to function as a comglass sheets. The small house is easy to munity without corporate control."

/ Pasta Dinners only $6.95 (Ilia)salad & bread)

mine s
jasmine
-

-

-

28 Mill Street•Orono, Maine 04473.866-4200•1-800-379-4388—._

An evening of spoken word with

Special Earth Day speaker Charles Ewing speaks about alternative engery
sources as part of the Socialist / Marxist luncheon series. (Bailey Photo.)

BE A GOOD

NEIGHBOR

Volunteer.

American Heart
Association
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‘
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Sex Matters
Q. Is it true that a
person burns more calories during sex than during any other activity?
Male, Senior
A. NO
Q. Is there really a
G-spot? Male, Sophomore
A. The Grafenberg Spot is located in
the front wall of the vagina,just under the
bladder, an inch or two into the vaginal
canal and about halfway between the pubic bone and the front of the cervix (are
you still with me?). A woman may find
the Grafenberg area or spot by inserting
her finger into the vagina and pressing
toward the pubic bone. When the area is
stimulated with a finger, it may be easier
to detect the G-spot. Tiny and soft before
stimulation, the spot swells and becomes
more defined when stimulated. A woman's first reaction to stimulation is a strong
urge to urinate. This initial reaction is
quickly replaced by strong and distinct

by Dr. Sandra Caron,Ph.D

sexual pleasure. Associated with the ed on a hormone injection that would
stimulation of the G-spot is female ejac- block the development of sperm(GnRH).
ulation of fluid from her urethra during The problem is that is seems to require
orgasm. There are many unanswered daily injections, something most men
questions about the G-spot, including: won't find appealing. Another problem
Why are some women able to find their is that this hormone suppresses sexual
G-spot and others are not? What is the desire, so it needs to be combined with
connection between the G-spot and ejac- another drug to offset this effect. Cliniulation? Where is the ejaculate stored cal trials involving weekly injections of a
before it is released? How common is the synthetic form of testosterone has also
experience among women? Estimates been found to reduce sperm production
are that 10 percent of women have expe- and may prove to be a promising new
rienced ejaculation. What is the nature of contraceptive for men; this is currently
the fluid? It does not appear to be urine. being tested in Sweden. Another chemical, gosypol, has been tested as a nasal
Q. Are there any types of birth spray and appears to interfere with sperm
control for men, other than condoms production. Other techniques to block
and sterilization? How close are we to the vas deferens (the tube connecting
having a pill or other birth control sperm with semen) are also being tested,
including the use of indictable plastic
methods for men? Male, Senior
A. Condoms and vasectomies appear liquid or temporary clips. It should be
to be the only options available for men, interesting to see what options are availalthough some methods currently being able to men over the next few years.
researched appear to hold some promise.
Q. Can a woman have sex while she
Currently, there are trials being conduct-

WIC
by settlers. The French language is an important element and is in everyday use in the
streets,in restaurants,at work,in the home,"
Ornstein said. "However, today they feel
distinctly American."
Historically, St. John Valley women's
central community role was taking care of
the family, Ornstein said. They also were
very involved in formal education and other
community efforts, although they were under-represented in community councils and

is menstruating? Male, First-Year
A. Yes, and many women do. Some
women even prefer intercourse during
this time because they fear pregnancy
less(assuming they ovulate in the middle
of their cycle). For others, having sex/
orgasm often makes a woman feel particularly good at this time and can relieve
menstrual cramping by relieving pelvic
congestion. While some women feel more
sexual during this period, it should be
noted that others wouldn't dream of desiring sex at this time. Although sex
during a woman's period is harmless,
one's attitude about menstruation can
affect how she(or her partner)feels about
participating in sex during this time.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate professor in the department of human development and family studies; she teaches
CHF 351: Human Sexuality. Questions
for Dr. Caron can be sent directly to The
Maine Campus at Chadbourne Hall.
Copyright Sandra L. Caron 1996.

from page 3
other public bodies.
"Traditionally,Valley women have lived
away from the forefront of public life,"
Ornstein said.
However, Ornstein pointed out that this
is another subject that needs further research
so that we have a coherent picture of the life
of women in the St. John Valley.
"We very much welcome graduate studies in particular because graduate students
usually have the time, interest and need to

delve into primary sources," Ornstein said.
Some of the other more important and
well-known traditional occupations of Valley women were the textile arts, song-keeping and performing, and story-telling. The
Acadian Archives has various collections of
textual and visual documents,some of which
very rare and valuable, that can improve our
understanding of St. John Valley's folklife
and folklore and the role of women in it,
Ornstein said.
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The Presidential Select Committee
on Faculty and Administration
Evaluations
will meet to
organize student evaluations
of professors
and administrators.

•
•
41;

Sunday,April 21 at 4 p.m.,
Room 1912, Memorial
•
Union.
Brought to you by the president ofthe
University of Maine Student Government,Inc.
If you would like to be involved but cannot
make the meeting, please contact
Ben Meiklejohn at 581-1774.
6

On April 22,23 and 24 you will be asked
to vote on thefollowing question:
"Do you favor adoption of the Student
Community Facility Improvement Project,
to be funded primarily through a maximum
fee of $7 per credit hour, starting in the semester
in which construction begins (no earlier than
the 1997-1998 academic year) and continuing for
no more than 20 years? Proceeds will be
used to fund a new Student Center addition
to the Memorial Union and renovations to
that building ($8million), and to construct
a Student Recreation Center ($10million)
to enhance student life."

Please vote at thefollowing locations:
*All 4 dining commons
*Memorial Union
*Memorial Gym Fieldhouse
•Latti Fitness Center
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Crowd

from page 1

throughout UMaine recently: there isn't
enough money.
"We get requests for five times the
amount of funds we have," Gibson said.
"There are all these wonderful ideas for
things people want, and people need to do,
but there's just not enough resources out
there."
UMaine's Computing and Instructional
Technology has, through surveys the consultants occasionally conduct,computed the
current average waiting time to be about 14
minutes during peak periods. Three years
ago, the wait was estimated to be around 8
minutes.
While the department compiles a more
detailed study of how students use the clusters, Skibinski said,"At this point, all I have
is a gut feeling from going over there,seeing
the lines and talking to the consultants."
To help reduce the strain of the nearconstant crowded conditions,CIT has a pol-

icy forbidding game playing in the clusters
and requesting that users ofInternet applications or the First Class email system for nonacademic purposes keep their on-line time
limited to 15 minutes.
This is complicated,however,by the fact
that some classes require students to retrieve
assignments and other information from First
Class, or make use of the Internet in some
way.
Laura Howe,senior consultant for CIT's
three classroom clusters,said that telling the
difference between work and play isn't easy
to accomplish,as the consultants avoid peeping at the users' on-screen activities.
"It's really hard. A lot of times we have
to go on what the person says," Howe said.
"And it makes the people standing in line
a little upset. They say,'Look,I got to write
a paper, and this person's using e-mail'."
The whole problem,Gibson said,is worsened by the last few years' cuts to college

and departmental budgets, most recently
seen in the AFFIRM plan, as they affect the
quality of the campus' various departmentowned clusters, which have stood as an
alternative for many students.
In her college, she said, a labful of PCs
with 386-based microprocessors donated
by AT&T in 1989 is now quite outmoded
but must stay as such for the time being.
"We simply don't have anywhere to go
to upgrade that," she said. "That's what
we're facing."
Skibinski described a number of alternatives UMaine is acting on or looking into to
lessen the clusters' load.
The university is continuing an effort
launched several years ago to install Ethernet network jacks in every dorm room on
campus. Also being researched is a project
that would place open-access "plug and
play"jacks in buildings like Fogler library
and the Memorial Union so students with

laptops could use the public file servers and
printers.
Skibinski said that another program under consideration would open up the 63 Mac
and PC computers in departmental clusters
scattered around campus to increased public
use.
Even with this recent research and experimentation,the clusters remain a primary
focus, Gibson said. Presently, one-third of
the total amount collected from the technology fees goes toward maintaining them.
Gibson added that the ACAC does realize that, with students often struggling to
pay for necessities like books and housing,
expecting every UMaine student to own a
computer would be unrealistic, and that it
must continue,despite all the difficulties, to
support the clusters.
"It would be easy to do, if we could find
somebody to give us a whole lot of money,"
she said.

Flemming
Performing Arts, Everman said. She was
also the driving force behind the idea for
building a Center for the Study of Performing Arts, whose on-campus facility is still
being constructed.
"Leslie (Flemming) steamrolled the
effort...and it was her idea, her conception,"
Everman said. "It's going to be something
unlike anything else in New England and
she is to be proud of it."
Flemming supported a number of other projects to improve and enrich the college. She contributed to the creation ofthe
Critical Languages Program and the academic recovery program. She also sponsored a new multimedia innovative computer lab.

from page 1
"She has always supported faculty research, and travel as well, and has been
interested in students," Moring said.
Indeed, Flemming said she greatly admires the faculty in the college.
"This college has been blessed with excellentfaculty,"Flemming said."Every year
I have been impressed with what our faculty
has done. Most teach three courses per semester, which is a heavy load, and at the
same time, many are involved in creative
and scholarly work."
However, with the budget cuts, several
faculty positions, vacated because of retirement, were not replaced and more positions
became part-time. Further losses are likely.
"This has affected the diversity of our

course offerings," Flemming said.
According to Flemming,the ratio offaculty to students can go from 1-to-13 to 1-to16 as proposed in the AFFIRM plan without
doing harm to students.
"What I worry about is that we won't
have faculty with the expertise that UMaine
needs. We will have some gaps."
The college could not offer Latin American history and some courses in German
and philosophy this semester.
With Flemming leaving, the college is
now in the process of deciding on an interim
dean to take up the position until a permanent dean is found.
"The new dean is going to face substantial problems," Flemming said. "He or she

The Maine Campus
Is now accepting applications for the following editorial board positions:
City Editor
Highly-organized reporter who generates story ideas for the local pages, assigns stories to reporters,
enforces deadlines.and edits copy.

Asst. City Editor
Well-connected reporter who reports and writes for the local pages, generates story ideas and edits
submitted copy.
News Editor
Responsible for selecting wire stories and laying out the local, national and state pages. Must have
knowledge of current events.
Style Editor
Creative individual who has a great interest in a broad spectrum of the the arts and has writing
experience.
Opinion Editor
Politically-oriented individual who writes columns and editorials, edits letters, hires columnists and
lays out the editorial pages.

will have to bring together departments that
have been apart for eight years and recreate
all the structures. It will take a lot of work."
Flemming's successor will also have to
figure out ways to deal with future budget
constraints.
"One problem that will be there regardless of structure is how to keep going with
less money?," Flemming said.
Despite the difficulties Flemming had to
face,leaving UMaine and the state of Maine
will still be very difficult, she said.
"It will be very hard to leave. Except for
the budget cuts, it has been very nice working here. And Maine is a very nice place to
live. My family, my husband, my children
and I will miss it a lot."

Applicants for editorial
board positions should
have past journalism
experience and are
expected to read a
daily newspaper.
All are paid positions.
Interested applicants
should specify the
position for which
they are applying and
send a cover letter,
resume and clips to
Jeff Tuttle, The Maine
Campus, Fourth Floor,
Chadbourne Hall.

Deadline:

Also accepting applicationsfor:
Copy Editor Meticulous individual with excellent language skills who knows AP style.
Reporter Motivated individual who works with the city desk to provide comprehensive coverage of local issues.
Interviewing and writing experience helpful.
Photographer Must have own equipment and black-and-white darkroom experience.
Distribution Manager Must be available Monday, Wednesday and Friday mornings to distribute the paper on
campus. Must have valid driver's license.
Receptionist

April 29.
For more information,
please stop by the
Campus office on the
fourth floor of
Chadbourne Hall or
call 581-1269.
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Sok Si theArts
• Movie

Burton's .;ieisMISTOCK
giant peach
like candy
for the eyes

COMETH

By Doug Weitz
Staff Writer
Roald Dahl is a talented children's
book author whose credits include "The
Witches,""Matilda" and "Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory". One of his other wonderfully creative books has just hit the big
screen.
Directed by Henry Selick, "James and
the Giant Peach" uses stop motion animation - the same technique used for Tim
Burton's "The Nightmare Before Christmas." Burton produces this film as well.
Stop motion animation is somewhere between cartoon, claymation and reality. It
can be breathtaking at times, as is the case
in "James and the Giant Peach."
The story is quite simple. It is that of a
little boy named James(Paul Terry) whose
parents were killed in an unfortunate rhino
accident. He is cared for (using the term
loosely) by his two aunts, Spiker (Joanna
Lumley) and Sponge (Miriam Margolyes)
who live in a creepy house high atop a
craggy cliff. They keep him locked in his
room when they aren't feeding him fish
heads for supper.
One day, he meets a
man who gives
him a bag of magical glowing alligator tongues and
tells him that they
will make his wildest dreams come true.
He promptly trips and
spills the tongues everywhere. A peach appears on the branch of a
dead tree and begins to
grow and grow and grow.
James' evil aunts immediately come up with a way to
exploit the magical peach so
they can make money for
themselves. James eats a bite
of the peach and the magic enters him. He crawls into the peach
and finds six friends: Grasshopper, Spider, Centipede, Ladybug,
Centipede, Earthworm and Glow
Worm. Together they travel to New
York City.
The movie begins and ends in
reality. In between is the stop motion
animation. As James and the gang travel
across the Atlantic Ocean, via one hundred seagulls tied to the stem, they run
across all sorts of adventures. The most
stunning visual images come during the
ride. The shots of the rolling sea and the
deep blue sky are breathtaking. They are
the eye candy, which is really the best
reason to see this movie.The songs,one of
the key elements to a successful Disney
See PEACH on page 9

Last year's Bumstock festival kept UMaine students rocking . (File photo)

his year's annual
Bumstock festival gets
underway Friday April,
26. The two-day long
event will host over
25 bands rain or
shine.
The emphasis of
this year's event
is the sheer
number of
bands
scheduled to
play,
including the
number of
local talents
that will be
taking the stage.

Saturday p.m.
12-12:30

Puckerbrush Cat

12:30-1:00

Avant Garden

1:00-1:30

Chickenbungus

1:30-2:00

Blackstone

2:00-2:30

Cyberhicks

2:30-3:00

Facedown

3:00-3:30

Mohar Suit

3:30-4:00

Adam White

4:00-4:30

Something Simple

4:30-5:15

Swinging Blue Matadors

5:15-5:45

Boy Wonder

5:45-6:30

Native

6:30-7:15

Mocha Java

7:15-8:15

Chuckleheads

8:15-9:00

Chiaband

9:00-10:00

The Itals

• Performance

Rain adds atmosphere to chamber music
By Shawn T. Eldridge
Staff Writer
The School of Performing Arts division
of music's chamber music program, presented some of its finest Tuesday night in a
recital featuring both faculty and student
performers.
A heavy spring rain painted the back-

drop to the recital. The weather did more
than just set the mood, as the crowd of 45
swelled to over 60 in the first half, as
latecomers(mostly due to a lack of parking
nearby)arrived wet and cold. Soon all were
warmed by the presence of beautiful music
by accomplished performers.
The first performance featured Anna
Toth, a first-year performance major, on

violin; string professor Anatole Wieck on
viola; and associate director of The School
of Performing Arts and chamber music coordinator Diane Roscetti on cello.
The three presented Beethoven's Serenade, op 8. The piece varied from the allegro,to a sing-songy menuetto,an alternately
See CHAMBER on page 9
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Peach

from page 8
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Chamber

from page 8

movie, are terrible. They are not in the
sweet and staccato adagio, and the danleast bit catchy or appealing with one celike allegreto alla polacca. The demands
exception: Grasshopper's violin lesson of the piece showed Toth's range and exatop the peach during his night watch, pressiveness.
under the larger-than-life, star-filled sky.
Next was a duet with graduate student
There were a few moments in this film Richard Kenefic and Roscetti on cello. The
that, surprisingly, were genuinely fright- piece was Frederic Burgmuller's Three
ening. One occurs while James is sleep- Nocturnes. Kenefic's playing, while teching in the peach. His dream consists of nically proficient, was frequently lost to
his evil aunts shoving fish heads at him. the volume of Roscetti's cello. Also, KenHe dreams that they have somehow fol- efic's finger work was hidden from view
lowed him in order to kill him. It is by his music stand.
disturbing to see an innocent child hauntUp next was a Mozart Quartet, K 478,
ed by such terrible fears. Another part is with Toth once again on violin and Wieck
when he must face his fear of the rhino, on viola. The quartet was filled out by
which comes in the form of a fierce storm Aaron Dries, a sophomore, on cello and
cloud. He stands on the edge of the peach music instructor Ginger Yang Hwalek on
and yells at it, "I'm not afraid of you! piano. The piece was thoughtful, with a
You're nothing!" The camera angles are well paced allegro, and ended with a powamazing during this. The cloud meta- erful cadence. Toth's confident playing
morphosizes much like it did in "The stood out in this challenging piece.
Lion King," when Mufasa comes down
The next piece was a short, witty Introto speak to Simba, but about a thousand duction and Fugue by Gordon Jacob. This
times more intricately. The most disturb- piece featured the woodwind trio with
ing aspect of the movie, however, is the Teresa Henderson on flute, Chris Langley
appearance of Spiker and Sponge. They on piccolo and Patricia Eames on alto
are disgustingly ugly, with makeup drip- flute.
ping down their faces and mouths full of
The Brahms trio op.87 No.2 that folcanine teeth: pure evil.
lowed, had me holding my breath. All three
Overall, it is not much more than 80 performers, Roscetti on cello, Wiek on viominutes of eye candy. On the other hand, lin and particularly graduate student Kumimaybe that's enough. The story was some- ko Shimizu on piano threw themselves fully
what disappointing, but the visual effects into the piece. Shimizu's dynamic piano
were fabulous at times. You'd be better playing was deceptively strong and all at
off renting "The Nightmare Before Christ- once brisk, tumultuous and exuberant. The
mas," because it is a much better movie, energy built throughout the piece to an exbut this type of movie is enhanced by the traordinary ending.
big screen so renting it might not give it
The first piece after intermission, an all
justice. If you are going to see it, see it in faculty trio, featured associate music prothe theater. The sea and sky alone are fessor Kathryn Ann Foley on piano and,
worth the admission price.
once again, Wiek on violin and Roscetti on

All You Can
Eat Pizza
••• III •

• 111111

•11111 •••I••• 111 •••• Ill III •

111

cello. The piece was the stormy, bittersweet
Andante con moto by Edvard Grieg. Two
graduate students, Natalie Bolton on cello
and Alison Moore on piano presented the
romantic Andante grave from Sergei Prokofieffs Sonata op. 119.
Next a trio; Anna Emery on flute, Clay
Enos on cello and Hwalek on piano;evoked
a pastoral scene with Carl Maria von Weber's Trio op.63. Another spirited trio, this
time Robert Ford on guitar, Bethany Libby
on flute and Wiek on violin played the
sweet,lively, baroque Sonata da chiesa op.3
no.1 by Arcangelo Corelli. The recital ended on a unique note as Chris Andrews,
Darryl Blease, Aaron Emery, Ted Nokes
and marching concert and pep band director
Chris White presented Marvin Araya's
Marimba •uintet 1993 . Five marimba

filled the recital hall with a great expansive
and energetic sound. The piece featured
some familiar motifs with all five obviously
having fun with it.
The recital was evidence of something
of a renaissance in the chamber music
program for the School of Performing
Arts' division of music. The programs
increased visibility and number of students provided more performances than
could be accommodated in this recital.
You won't have to wait long to see more
of the success of this program. There will
be a performance at the convocation ceremony around graduation, and there is
talk of having open chamber concerts in
the union or on the terrace by the Damn
Yankee modeled on the successful TGIF
'azz •erformances.

WMEB TOP TEN
1. The Nudes

Velvet Sofa

Acoustic America

2. Cowboy Junkies

Lay it Down

Geffen

3. Doyle, Damhnalt

Shadows Wake Me

Latitude

4. Drill

Drill

DV8/A&M

5. Possum Dixon

Star Maps

Interscope

6. Cibo Matto

Viva! La Woman

Warner Brothers

7.Verve Pipe

The Villains

RCA

8. The Zambonis

100% Hockey...and other

Dot Dot Dash

9. Groove Collective

We The People

Giant Step/Imp.

10. Fuzzy

Electric Juices

TAG

Not At The Hauck presents...

II II II • 11111111 111 • IN

every Tueoday
4 p.m. to 8 p.m. at

McDonald's of
Old Town
$3.99 with 21 oz.
soft drink

McDonald's of Old Town
758 Stillwater Ave
8 2 7 - 75 9 3

Saturday, April 20
100 Donald P Corbett
6:30 and 9:15pm
$1 w/UMaine Student ID
$3 All Others
The Union Board: Diversions
Campus Enteratinment • 581-1735
A Division of Student Affairs
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• Commentaries

Fess up Clinton
icy. The tour,in fact seems more geared
to showing Americans that this man is
not the bumbling idiot he appeared to
be in past dealings with other countries.
The president knows the pictures of him
with world leaders will help make him
look more presidential. Again, it's style
over substance. What can he hope to
achieve through a whirlwind tour besides a few good images?
Another dismal facet of this campaign is the largely negative commercials, all paid for by the Democratic
party offices, not the president's campaign. So the president is saving his
valuable money while accomplishing a • Editorials
major goal of any campaign: blasting
opponents.
At the moment, the president's only
concern is for re-election. His job performance from this point hence will be
With the student referendum on whether or not to expand the union and build a new
based on what he thinks the voters want
to see. So for now, don't expect to see recreation facility fast approaching, it is important to reflect upon this and other issues
any significant work done by the White that have effected the University of Maine throughout the year. As students we have seen
House other than spin control.(P. Cook) tuition skyrocket and departments cut. We have seen what is perhaps the sole unifying
factor at Maine — the hockey team — rise to glory to be summarily thrown to the hounds
of hell. We have even seen graduation, what is considered at most universities a sacred
event, arbitrarily spliced in two and crammed inside a concrete albatross. The shell of
this university is becoming more threadbare with every driveling memo to enter the
The World Wide Web has burst into ability. Today you can search the arwaste-stream from Alumni Hall; it is time for the students, the being of this institution,
the lives of nearly every college student chives of almost all major newspapers,
to rise to the occasion.
across the country. Whether searching peruse the Library of Congress and orNext Monday through Wednesday students here have the opportunity to save this
for information for a thesis on coffee der a new pair of boots from L.L. Bean.
university from the rigorous efforts of an inept administration. Clearly, a new student
beans or crashing from site to site lookAs a research tool, the web has provunion is needed: the present excuse for one is so outdated and worn that it serves only as
ing for a job, the computer has once en to hold a plethora of information, a
a poor high school-like cafeteria, rather than its true function: the center of student life
again proven its usefulness to a techno- virtual, global encyclopedia. Search enon this campus.
logically hungry world.
gines take browsers to sites across the
Likewise, the proposed new recreation facility, which we as students have the potenCurrently, students at the University continent and around the world to find
tial to erect, will replace an antiquated and overcrowded facility. A facility, due to.
of Maine can access this global source the information sought. This mobility
current budgetary restrictions, understandably caters to every need of a Division I
of information from a number of public and ease of use has made this technoloathletic program, forsaking the general student population.
clusters, dorm rooms and some off cam- gy an important tool in higher education.
Despite the grandiose delusions of certain raucous members of Student Government
The university has done a great deal
pus accounts, but access to these servicand others, there is no other way for these facilities to be realized other than we, as
es needs to be increased.
to keep this institution at pace with the
students and future alumni, forge ahead and do it ourselves. The cliché of "if you want
The World Wide Web is just one of growing resources around us. The World
something done right, do it yourself," is not only fitting here, but it is what must be done.
many advances taking place in today's Wide Web summit held last week is a
The future of this university depends upon ratifying the two projects. Students now and
continually growing world. It is the uni- prime example of that devotion but more
in the future deserve better.
versity's responsibility to keep its stu- can be done. Issues concerning the ways
dents at the forefront of that movement. in which the Technology Fee are hanThe Web has so much to offer in the dled are a prime concern; these resourcway of disseminating information. This es must be utilized more efficiently to
new medium combines sight and sound, provide students, faculty and staff with
With the best of intentions, college campuses across the nation have rushed to adopt
giving the browser a higher level of user the tools of the future.(C.Grimm)
sweeping speech codes in an attempt to protect the welfare of students who, due to their
sex, race, color, handicap, religion or sexual orientation, may be targets of verbal abuse .
While the goal is certainly commendable, further limitions on the freedom of speech
guaranteed by the First Amendment will do little to protect the welfare of those students
who feel that insulting speech is detracting from their college career.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875
A college setting is perhaps the worst arena to attempt regulation of speech because of
the philosophically diverse environment and the potential for exposure to these varied
Editor: Kathleen Brennan
ideas, regardless of how unorthodox they may seem to the majority of students.
Business Manager: Anna Mullen
Current campus speech codes are ineffective in that they single out epithets, but
Managing Editor: Christopher Grimm
virtually disregard even more harmful speech that may be more carefully phrased. For this
City Editor: Jeff Teunisen
reason, silencing speech on the basis of sensitivity is short-sighted, but further regulation
of speech is not the answer. The danger associated with a government suppressing speech
John Brookhouse, Production Manager is not outweighed by potentially harmful effects of speech.
Jeff Tuttle, News Editor
Scott Martin, Sports Editor
Leigh Fulda, Advertising Manager
Defining the difference between acceptable speech and that which is prohibited can not
James Wright, Style Editor
Derek Hedstrom, Network Manager
be left to governmental bodies such as the university's administration. Society will ultiJoel Page, Photo Editor
Ayn Pongan, Asst. Business Mgr.
mately dictate what is acceptable but can never forbid citizens from speaking their minds.
Carole Bombard, Ad Adviser
Michael L. Lane, Opinion Editor
Students
are free to disagree, to argue and to hate. Education, not legislation, is the only
Doug Kneeland, Adviser
Peter Cook, Asst. City Editor
effective method of creating a tolerant society.
The Maine Campus, a non-profit student publication, is printed at The Ellsworth
We are fortunate that in a learning environment, ideas can be explored without boundAmerican, Ellsworth, Maine. Its offices are located on the fourth floor of Chadbourne
ries
placed on content.
Hall, UMaine,Orono,ME 04469. Telephone numbers: City Editor, 1270; Sports, 1268;
Speech
codes only serve to disguise prejudice, and while they may be politically
Photo, 3059; Production, 1267; Style Editor, 3061; Managing Editor, 1275; Editor,
correct,
they
are not effective means of changing the mind set of a culture. Education
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(subscriptions/accounts),
1272;
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1271;
through exposure leads to tolerance through understanding. Silencing the voice of hatred
1273; Fax, 1274. All materials herein ©1996 The Maine Campus, unless otherwise noted
All rights reserved.
only allows it to remain hidden where it can not be dealt with effectively.

The man should just admit what he's
doing.
President Clinton has been campaigning for re-election for the past few
months now and hasn't even had the
decency to announce his candidacy yet.
According to a report in Time magazine, White House political director
Doug Sosnik said "The key to the campaign right now is not to have one."
The anniversary of the Oklahoma
City bombing and the death of Commerce Secretary Ron Brown have given the president plenty of opportunities
for photo ops in the politics of mourning. Although Clinton seemed truly saddened by the loss of a close friend, his
political instincts obviously told him
that a few opportune hugs with crying
people would pay big dividends with
those who rely more on images than
actions when judging their public figures.
Now the president is on a world tour,
supposedly to promote U.S. foreign pol-

Expand the union

WWW Maine

Protect Free Speech

The Maine Campus
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Editorial Pare
• The Other Side

No negroes need apply
Scott Labby
"The greatest
mistake....is trying to
organize a sleeping people around specific
goals. You have to wake
people up...to their humanity, to their own
worth, and to their heritage." Malcolm X

*Another View

$18,000,000 - Yes or No
By Martin Thiel
I object to the question, and I vow to
alter the answer.
Wow,from $0 to $18,000,000 in just a
few days. One moment we have never
heard about a new student recreation center, and the next we are not only asked
whether we want it, but whether we want
to pay for it too. Of course it costs a little
bit, and well, the university has no money
for it, so we, the students should pay for it
ourselves, out of our pockets. I could think
of many arguments against these new student centers paid for out of the student's
pockets, and I could also find some arguments for it, but I would rather talk about
the question thrown at us during these April
weeks (no, the mail was not postmarked
April 1st, so it must be true).
The question is basically: Yes or No.
Let's try to understand how it came to this
question (Caution: The following lines are
fiction and they might not reflect the true
motives of those who created the big question!) Some peoplefeel that the memorial
union is too small. With this feeling they
did not go out and ask their fellow students about their needs and wishes. No,
they gathered in a quiet and cozy room
(maybe in the existing memorial
union?)and dreamt about what could be
done
"Yeah, ove' thea in New Hampshire
they got this great new student building
and it's all paidfor by the students.
We want that too.
Big and beautiful!
Bigger and beautifuller than the one in
New Hampshire.
How much?
Only about $18,000,000.
Hey, President Hutch, give us the bucks!
No?????
Hmmmmmmmmm!
Let's ask our fellow students whether
they want this thing... yes or no.
They must like that idea."
So they printed the question and went
out and asked other students: Do you want
new student centersfor $18,000,000? Yes
or no?
Hey, is this what you consider student
governing of the planned student centers?

"Want to pay $18,000,000 for new student centers? Yes or no? Why have we
practiced so hard to answer multiple choice
questions when now we can only vote yes
or no? I am s00000 good at multiple choice
by now. I want the following question:
Do you want a new student union for a)
free b)$0.99 c)$4,000,000 d)$10,000,000
e) $18,000,000 f) $ 1 billion
Self-government means that students
have a voice. Yes or no only requires an
X, and an X is easy, but not quite a voice.
And even multiple choice isn't quite a
voice, and there are many more and probably much better ways to receive student
input into questions of concern to students.
Why didn't the students get asked first
what they really want and what they are
willing to pay for? I propose that all of
you who might think that $18,000,000 for
a new and improved student center is a
little bit too much to send in your ballot.
However, instead of making an X on the
ballot, write down the amount that you
would consider appropriate. I will, for example, write down the amount of
$5,000,000 in both the yes or no box. I
vote this way because I believe that there
might be some improvements possible to
the memorial union building and because
I would also be willing to contribute from
my own pocket to these improvements.
However,I don't believe that $18,000,000
is an appropriate amount for students to
raise for a university facility. Vote and
make sure that your voice gets heard, even
if your answer is not yes or no.
Martin Thiel is a student at the Darling
Marine Center ofthe University ofMaine.

And so it goes.The truth in these words
is, of course, self-evident; no commentary
is required from me. However, obvious as
the simple wisdom they contain may be, it
is apparent that many are unable to fully
understand the message. At this university, as in much of society, it is unfortunate
that those who have the power to make the
decisions are overwhelmingly among this
number.
Though few people realize it, a young
black academic is finishing up his Ph.D.
work in an office on second floor of
Stevens Hall. Similarly, few people know
that this University had every opportunity
to retain him for the upcoming year, a
hiring which would have provided a springboard for an extremely bright individual
with an equally bright future. The school
would have gained a capable history professor and would have shed the following
claim to fame: This is the only land-grant
institution in the nation without a single
African-American professor. Further, when
considering all colleges, regardless of classification, we are one of a select few institutions designated as "Whites Only" in a
recent survey.
During the course of events, which
ultimately saw the end with the individual being offered a job elsewhere, those
who might have made the resources available to enable his retention chose otherwise. The history department wanted him
aboard, as did the college of which it is
part. The response from the university
administration (you know the names)
was, in bureacratese, "So sorry, we
haven't the money." (Sounds familiar,
eh?) Of course, this statement, roughly
translated, meant "We do not need the
Negro ." When considering this, it should
occur to any rational being that this institution employs more than its share of
pseudo-intellectual driftwood and profes-

sorial flim-flam who have won some sort
of ineptitude lottery, allowing them to
collect paychecks written by students. In
a perfect world, we could trade some of
these hacks for some fresh new intellect.
Things being the way they are, one might
still conclude that hiring a single African-American professor probably won't
destroy society in Orono as we know it,
financially or otherwise. As one friendly
professor in the know informed me:"They
find money for more fucking foolishness
than anyone would believe."
The reality is, the ratio of AfricanAmerican students to faculty here is 70 to
zero, zero being the number of courses
next fall which deal specifically with Black
history, literature, etc. Certainly, this is
not the sum of the problem. We have no
Native American professors, nor do we
have a historian with expertise in Latin
American affairs. Universities across the
country have come to the stunning conclusion that since the world is diverse place, a
preparatory education might do well to
represent that reality. Meanwhile, here at
Maine, we remain strongly committed to
the absurd and impractical. If we can fund
intellectual sucking pits like ITV, it does
not seem such a stretch to demand both
more diverse faculty and broadened course
selection.
Of course, at Maine, common sense
and the decision making process are often
mutually exclusive, making it unlikely that
those in control will make any real effort
to alter this reality in the near future. All
across this campus, people in high places
make noble pronouncements about the
need for diversity, multiculturalism, so on
and forth, ad nauseam. A few mean what
they say, but by and large, the rest of it
amounts to bullshit, words uttered for the
sake of politics, not sincerity. If the people
with the power truly had the will to effect
change, they have every opportunity. The
question is, as more and more pressure is
applied, will they respond with more of
the "were doing our best" nonsense, or
will they invest resources in making it
happen? If you want to wager on one or
the other, you can do so by calling the vice
president's office at 581-1547. Place your
bets, folks.
Scott Labby is a senior history major.
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For Friday, April 19
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Even
if you get something wrong at the first attempt,
there's no reason to believe it's beyond you.
Many great people are great only because they
refused to give up. You can be great too, if you
treat obstacles as challenges which fate is inviting you to overcome.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): Don't let
financial or business problems dent your confidence. Planetary activity offers the next few
weeks will open up new possibilities. Keep
your eyes and ears open. You're better off than
you seem to think you are.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20): Life continually moves in cycles: Some are positive and
some are negative. All are designed to increase
your knowledge. The cycle you're entering
upon today is positive in the extreme, but remember, it's still up to you to take advantage of
it.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): The more
you worry about a certain situation, the worse it
will appear to get. Your imagination is extremely active at the moment, which means you
must concentrate only on the good things which
are taking place in your life.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): If you've
recently taken a decision which could have a
lasting effect on the working pattern of your
life, this is the time to think about what you're
doing. This isn't an invitation to change your
mind, but you must be convinced it's what you
want.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Planetary influences suggest that this is one of the most important times of the year. Whatever goals you set
for yourself will be part of your life for the next
year. Think before you act because there will be
no going back.
VIRGO(Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Even if your
mood has been somber in recent weeks, you will
find it difficult not to smile today. There are
obvious times of the year when optimism can
overcome every obstacle. This is one of them.
Aim for the stars, and you'll easily reach the
treetops.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Let relationships take care of themselves, busy yourself
with problems of a mundane or material nature.
You've spent too much time worrying about
how others are coping with emotional upsets
when it is your own financial or business situation that needs attention.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You may
feel as if an important relationship has reached a
position where it can no longer inspire you, but
you're wrong. Something a partner or loved
one says or does today will make you realize
that you've been taking him/her for granted.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): If
you brood about something you know you can
never have, then you may become bitter. It's
better to concentrate on what you can have than
to go through life forever dissatisfied with your
lot. It's the little things which will bring you the
most happiness today.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): You
aren't one to let your fancies run away with you,
so you don't need to be told to keep your feet on
the ground. Planetary activity will bring truly
remarkable opportunities your way. Be aware
of them and take advantage of them.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20 - Feb. 18): There are
a number of irritating factors at work in your
chart at the moment, and you will only make
matters worse if you overreact. Certain individuals are behaving badly because they need to be
alone. If you're wise, you'll give them the time
they need.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): No matter
how difficult or emotionally draining the past
few weeks have been, there's a light at the end
of the tunnel. You should be running toward it
as fast as your legs will carry you. There's
magic in the air this weekend.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, April 19
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
haven't achieved half as much as you would
have liked to over the past year because you've
been spreading yourself too thin. Discard those
things which don't really matter. You may be
surprised at how many there are.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): Make sure
you know what's at stake before embarking on
a plan that may look risk-free but could cost
more than you bargained for. If partners or
colleagues seem determined to convince you
there's nothing to worry about, start worrying.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): There
should be a clear evidence this weekend that
your life is changing for the better. Even when
minor things go wrong, you'll take them in
stride. Either your luck has changed or you've
finally realized that happiness is a matter of
attitude.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): Save yourself for the important issues. Don't waste time
arguing over things which don't make much of
a difference one way or the other. It may feel
as if a partner or loved one its deliberately
Winding you up, but the truth is, you're making
mountains out of molehills.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Whatever
good fortune comes your way this weekend,
don't doubt for a moment that you deserve it.
You've made some important decisions in recent weeks, not least that you're going to take a
lot more risks in the future. The benefits of
that decision will soon be apparent.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): You are so close
to fulfilling an aim you once thought was beyond you. You may be getting nervous that it
Will be snatched out of reach at the last moment.
Don't worry, it won't. What you want is what
You'll get. Let's just hope it is what you need.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Have faith
in your abilities, because if you seem unsure of
Yourself, then others will be uncertain as well.
You have nothing to worry about. Put your
best foot forward, and you will soon be miles
ahead of the pack.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Something
You're told may, on first impression, seem sincere. It is only when you dig deeper that you
realize that certain facts don't add up. The
more someone tells you to listen to reason, the
more you should listen to your instincts.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): Don't
allow your attention to be diverted by something which is irrelevant. Focus your energy
on resolving a partnership problem. Once that
has been dealt with, there will be time to enjoy
things of a more frivolous nature.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec. 21): You
may have to adopt a strict regime this weekend
if you are to complete all the tasks you've set
for yourself before Monday morning comes
around. Start immediately, and don't stop until
everything is done. The longer you put it off,
the harder it will be.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Other
People's lives may seem more glamorous and
exciting than your own, but has it ever occurred to you that they look at you and see the
same thing? The grass may look greener on
the other side of the fence this weekend, regardless of which side of the fence you happen
to be standing.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Difficult
as it might be, you must try to put yourself in
loved ones' shoes before criticizing they lifestyles or way of looking at things. Worry
about your shortcomings before pointing the
finger at others.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Your social life will be a source ofjoy and inspiration
over the next few weeks. You will be in the
right place at the right time. Whether or not
You learn from what you're about to experience is up to you. The opportunity is there if
You choose to take it.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
No. 0123
ACROSS

I Reindeer herder
5 Wilson's
predecessor
9 Public spat
14 Brainstorm
15 Take on
16 Midwest Indians
17 Tilt
18 Dash
19 Wine sediment
20 Without warning
23 Opposite of
black-tie
24 Hobby room
25 Talon
29 Green hazard
31 Daily dread

33 Mind-reading
36 Government
agt.
38 Frost-covered
39 Kit and
caboodle
43 Goddesses of
the seasons
44 Chinese dollar
45 Where swine
dine
46 Asmara is its
capital
49 Computer unit
51 --majeste
52 Bikini top
54 Lathered

64 Craftiness
65 Unexpected
trouble
66 Titian's tripod
67 Military sch.
68" deal!"
69 City on the Aire
70 Howard and
Maynard
71 Refusals

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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DOWN

I Perfume scent
2
Rogers St.
Johns
3 Rings
so The Queen of
4 Succeed in the
Country
end
61 Diving bird
5 Texas shrine
6 Feels bad
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 7 Consumer
affairs topic
CEO TAPE STROBE 8 Somewhat sore
HMO AGAR TEEPEE 9 Team
EDHARR I S ORDEAL 10 Farm storage
REENTER CPR DRS site
11 Meadow mom
I NDONES IA OP
DES ALARM I ST 12 Henpeck
CEDES AMAN BEBIA 13 Double curve
APR SUMM ITS CAT 21 More distant
RE IN SIRS PEEV ill 22 Gene ID
LEVERAGE F LA
or
ETA ADDRESSEE 26 Fernando
Lorenzo
WAR CCS RENEWAL 27 Without
to
ASSAIL SOEDDORM one's name
SIENNA ENZO OLE 28 Like pie slices
PADDED NEER PER 30 Buddy
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Puzzle by Bob Lubbers

32 1776 battle site
33 Singer Merman
34 Prop (up)
35 Persian sprites
37 Napoleonic
general
40 It can rock you
to sleep
41 Hero
42 Rubes
47 Recede
48 Caribbean native

so Dines at
home
Liturgical scarf
Colorful horse
Rub clean
"The Ballet
Class" painter

53
55
56
57

59 Congers
60 Family
61 Hair preparation
62"Norma
63 WNW's
opposite

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money, career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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Congress passes limited anti-terrorism bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Acting on the terrorism cases and for killing a federal em- ening civil liberties,
For many of the measure's Republican
eve of the anniversary of the Oklahoma City ployee or former employee because of that
supporters,
the key provision was its limits on
bombing, Congress today passed legislation person's work.
very
effective
tools
that
The bill"hassome
federal appeals by prisoners, including deathgiving federal law enforcement authorities
efforts
to
combat
terrorism,"
row inmates,
we can use in our
more tools to combat domestic terrorism.
said
today.
General
Janet
Reno
"This provision alone is so important that
The House voted 293-133 to send the bill Attorney
more than sufficientjustification for supwould
allow
deit
is
She
cited
provisions
that
to President Clinton. Supporting the measure
disclosing
porting
the conference report," said Solomon
alien
terrorists
without
were 188 Republicans and 105 Democrats. portation of
prevent
fund
said.
evidence
against
them,
Opposing it were 86 Democrats,46 Republi- classified
It "will help, finally, to free the judicial
raising for terrorism in the United States, and
cans and one independent,
process
from endless and frivolous appeals
markers,
in
plastaggants,
or
chemical
The measure, which the Senate passed require
prisoners
convicted ofcapital offenses,"
from
can
be
traced.
overwhelmingly Wednesday evening, lacks tic explosives so they
Rep.
Deborah
Pryce, R-Ohio, a former
administration
wanted
said
measures
the
Other
many law enforcement provisions the White
House
bill
and
judge.
stripped
from
the
original
House had sought.Nevertheless,Clinton,who were
Reno was less enthusiastic about that porlong has pressed Congress to pass anti-terror- kept out of the conference version by House
tion
ofthe bill. Despite its apparentsafeguards,
letting
federal
law
lawmakers
fearful
about
likely
to
sign
it
ism legislation, wasconsidered
would improperly make it more diffiintrusive,
threatthe
bill
become
overly
overseas
enforcement
returns
from
his
next week, after he
trip.
The original House bill, passed last month, • Harassment
had eliminated many of the. Senate's antiterrorism provisions because of lawmakers'
concerns about expanding federal law enCHICAGO (AP) — A woman who other time.She said that while baking the pie
forcement powers. Some of those provisions
with Theodore Kaczynski in the late at Kaczynski's parents' house,she told him
worked
compromise
bill.
were restored in the
1970s
confirmed
today that the man author- she didn't want to see him again.
and
between
public
safety
"The balance
"I felt we didn't have much in common
ities
suspect
of
being
the Unabomber was
difficult
individual
rights
is
always
a
order and
our employment," she said.
her
after
they
briefly
besides
when
he
harassed
fired
free
society,"
said
Rep.
Gerald
dilemma in a
disputed the notion that she
Tarmichael
dated.
Solomon,R-N.Y.
involved with
been
romantically
public
comments,
Ellen
had
ever
In
her
first
on
provides
new
limits
The legislation
federal appeals by death row inmatesand other Tarmichael said she dated Kaczynski twice, Kaczynski and said "further speculation
prisoners. It also would provide additional sharing dinner with him at a restaurant and that my limited involvement with Ted Kacfederal death penalties in certain international picking apples and baking an apple pie an- zynski somehow resulted in the acts of ter-

cult for federal judges to overturn state court
rulings, she said.
Republicans were divided about whether
the legislation would accomplish what it is
supposed to.
"We have a measure that will give us a
strong upper hand in the battle to prevent and
punish domestic and international terrorism,"
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole, certain to
be the Republican presidential nominee,said
shortly before the 91-8 vote Wednesday
evening.
ButSen.Don Nickles,R-Okla.,while praising the bill, said the country remains "very
open" to terrorism. "Will it stop any acts of
terrorism,domestic and international? No," he
said, adding:"We don't want a police state."

Woman describes dating Unabomber suspect
rorism attributed to him would be grossly
unfair." She said the first bomb from the
Unabomber was sent "almost a month before I ever met Ted Kaczynski."
Tarmichael, who worked with him at
suburban plant that made packing material,
said she was coming forward to end days of
media focus on her, her family and her
friends. And she said she has turned down
See DATE on page 15

IABNA
NEW ENGLAND"

We give people a lot of credit.
Please join the people of MBNA New England for an information session on
Wednesday, April 24 at 6:00 p.m. Interviews will be held the following day
At MBNA New England, you can be
part of an innovative international
company serving millions of
Customers — without leaving
Maine. We are seeking highlymotivated individuals who are
interested in full-time positions in
Customer Assistance, Customer
Satisfaction, Loan Acquisition,
Customer Retention, and Inward and
Outward Marketing Activation.
Positions are available in both
Camden and Belfast.

Please sign up for the information
session and interviews through the
Center for Human Development. If
you are interested in a career
with MBNA New England, but cannot
attend these on-campus events, please
call or send a resume to:

Carmen Michaud
MBNA New England
32 Washington Street
Camden, ME 04843
1-800-386-6262 Ext. 1517

MBNA New England is an Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer.
©1996 MBNA America Bank, N.A.
CLAD 4-207-96
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• Security

Journalists mi t be used as CIA agents, director says
WASHINGTON (AP) — CIA Director
John Deutch has told news executives that the
CIA does not use Americanjournalistsasagents
nor American newsorganizations as cover,and
would not do so except under "genuinely extraordinary" circumstances.
In correspondence made public today,
Deutch said,"I have notencountered any set of
circumstances that would lead me to consider
such a possibility."
Deutch's letters to Louis D.Boccardi, president and chiefexecutive officer ofThe Associ-

ated Press and W.Thomas Johnson, president
of Cable News Network, was a response to
widespread complaints within the media about
disclosure that CIA directors reserve the rightto
make exceptions to a 19-year policy barring
attempts to recruit journalists.
Boccardiand Johnson welcomed Deutch's
assurance, but continued to press for a flat
prohibition.
"On the issue ofan extraordinary exception
to the stated policy,as written in the regulations
established 19 years ago,we continue to request

the unequivocal statement that there will not be
any waivers," they said in ajointly drafted letter
to Deutch.
Johnson said in a telephone interview that a
flat prohibition is needed "so that ourjournalists are not under any suspicion anywhere. I
think as long as this exception remains, we're
not in the clear."
In his lettertoJohnson and Boccardi,Deutch
wrote,"We do not use Americanjournalists as
agents or American news organizations for
cover,nor do I have any intention ofdoing so."

500 Xsetreme Fun
College Incentive
Plus, 2 Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care
Available to all College Studentsi
If you're a college student with the ambition to pursue X-treme fun, you can receive a $500 Certificate
good toward the purchase or lease of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota.,
Plus 2-Year Free-Ride Toyota Auto Care' which includes 24 hour Roadside Assistance,
Oil Changes & Inspections. Eligible college graduates also get added incentives including No Money
Down financing or a Lease with No Security Deposit required.2
But don't wait...this limited offer ends September 30, 1996!
Call our toll-free number or visit our web site today to obtain your free $500 X-treme Fun College
Incentive Certificate.

Choose from a wide selection of any new 1996 or 1997 Toyota
models including...
COROL_Lik

Beyond the elementary
in Toyota quality.

rL

CAMIW

Sporty yet pragmatic
performance.

Dean's List for youthful
function & styling.

e)TOYOTA

"As you know pastDCI'shave reserved the
right to make exceptions to this policy. The
circumstances under which I — or, I believe,
any DCI (director of Central intelligence) —
would make an exception to this policy would
have to be genuinely extraordinary."
Deutch appeared before the Senate Intelligence Committee in February and said that"my
sympathy on this matter is very,very much with
thejournalistic community." However,he added that "directors ofcentral intelligence have to
alsoconcernthemselves with perhapsvery unique
and special threats to national security where
American lives are at risk."
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., the committee
chairman, then asked,"So you're saying that
there are some extraordinary circumstances
where the U.S. intelligence community would
call upon journalists?"
"That's correct, Mr. Chairman," replied Deutch.

Date

from page 14

offers of $10,000 for her story.
"I didn't invite this invasion of my privacy," the soft-spoken, bespectacled woman said during a news conference at her
attorney's office.
Kaczynski was arrested April 3 at his
mountain cabin. He has been charged only
with possession of bomb components, and
not with any of the Unabomber attacks,
which killed three people and injured 23 in
nine states over the past 18 years.
Asked to describe him, Tarmichael said
"he was intelligent, quiet" but didn't add
much more.
Tarmichael said Kaczynski's brother,
David,also a plantemployee,fired his brother on Aug. 23, 1978, because of poems Ted
had written about her and posted around the
plant. She said she'd never seen the poems
and told Ted when he asked that David had
the authority to fire him.
She said he took the news calmly and
that she never heard from him again; she
said she never thought about him again until
contacted recently by the FBI.
On Wednesday, a federal grand jury in
Great Falls, Mont., concluded a daylong
session without indicting Kaczynski.
The grand jury met secretly on Wednesday, but a court document confirmed afterward that the only indictments it handed up
were for suspects still at large. Kaczynski,
53, is jailed in Helena, Mont.
The panel was not scheduled to meetagain
until mid-May, said U.S. Marshal Bill Strizich, who provides security for the grand jury.

Res-Life
Pre-Burnstock Party

April 19th at
Well4,* C&rn MOMS
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http://www.-toyota.com/college
7 2 y7/25,01:10 fmle Toyota Auto Care Term covers the first 5 regularly scheduled oil changes and inspections in your Owner's Manual Supplement Routine Maintenance Log.
2 Towelled customers through the Toyota Motor Credit Corporation: 1) Graduate, within the next six months, from an accredited four-year college, university, or registered nursing degree program; graduate from an accredited
two-year college; or be enrolled in an accredited graduate degree program. In all cases, you have one year from receipt of your degree to take advantage of the program. 2) Acquire a verifiable job offer that will begin
within 120 days of your purchase, with a salary sufficient to cover ordinary living expenses and vehicle payments. 3) Show proof of insurability. 4) Have no adverse credit history. See your participating Toyota dealer for
details. Similar program available in AL, FL, GA, NC & SC thru World Omni Financial Corp.. Not available in HI.
3 $ag incentive is available with any other Toyota offer. Simply call 1-800-GO-Toyota and ask for "College" to receive your certificate. Offer is valid on the purchase or lease of any new 1996-1997 Toyota vehicle and ends
01996 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S A., Inc
September 30, 1996
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• Politics

. • um wage
Dole says Democrats will have to pay for rmmm
WASHINGTON(AP)— Senate Democratic leader Tom Daschle predicted today
that Congress will enact a minimum wage
hike, as Majority Leader Bob Dole indicated he may reverse course and bring the issue
to the floor.
"This Congress will pass minimum wage
legislation," Daschle told reporters, one
day after a group of moderate House Republicans broke ranks with their leadership and
announced their support for a hike slightly
larger than the one President Clinton and
Democrats are seeking.
After maneuvering to block persistent
Democratic demands for a vote, Dole told a
television interviewer on Wednesday night
he was "looking at maybe some way we can
formulate an increase in the minimum
wage." The GOP presidential nominee-inwaiting also said on the "The News Hour
with Jim Lehrer" the Republican proposal
might include "some other features of an
amendment that the Democrats might not be
so crazy about."
Senate GOP officials, speaking on condition of anonymity,said one option Dole is
contemplating is a45-cent-an-hour increase
in the minimum wage,currently set at $4.25
an hour,only half of what President Clinton
and the Democrats want. They stressed that
no decisions had been made.
These officials also said there are several possible add-ons under review, any of
which could spark heated opposition from
organized labor and their allies in Congress.
Under one proposal, Republicans
would attach a provision to stiffen en-

Perfonnw 6214
8M8/IGB. CD. 15- monOor
Its multimedia capabilities will
show you why the Mac'is one of
the most advanced computers. And
with built-in CD-ROM drive, keyboard, mouse and all the software
you'll need, it makes it easier
to bring your work to life.

forcement of a 1988 Supreme Court ruling
that bars labor unions from using compulsory fees assessed to nonunion workers
for political purposes. A second provision
might overturn a Clinton administration
policy that denies government contracts
to firms that hire permanent replacement
workers in cases of strikes.
Clinton and congressional Democrats
are seeking a 90-cent hike over two years in
the current minimum of $4.25 an hour.
Dole's comments came Wednesday after moderate Republicans publicly aligned
themselves with Clinton and the Democrats
on the issue.
"We want to guarantee that a minimum
wage at 40 hours plus is enough to support
a family," said Rep. Chris Shays of Connecticut, one of 20 GOP lawmakers who
signed on Wednesday.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich sidestepped the question of whether the bill
would be scheduled for a floor vote.
Rep. John Boehner, R-Ohio, chairman
of the GOP caucus, said the issue seemed
likely to come to a vote one way or another.
"There appears to be an awful lot of support,even though it's terrible economic policy," he said.
Opponents say raising the minimum
wage could costjobs.They also are likely to
portray a hike in the minimum wage as a tax
increase on businesses.
The minimum wage was raised to its currentlevel on April 1, 1991,from $3.80an hour.
The proposal backed by Democrats calls
for a90cent increase in two increments over
two years.

Power Mae 7200/90
8/500MB, CD, 15- monitor
Makes it easy to bring the vast
new world of the Internet to your
desk. And with the Apple'Internet
Connection Kit and a modem,
you'll be surfing on the Net faster
than you can say "information
superhighway."

Supporters of an increase say that when
inflation is taken into account,the minimum
wage will soon be at a 40-year low unless it
is raised.
The second-in-command in the House,
Majority Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, issued a statement renewing his opposition to
the proposal.
"This whole issue is a sham on the part
of the Washington union bosses that fund
the Democrat party," he said in a statement
that made no mention of the action taken by
his fellow Republicans.
Shays and 13 other GOP lawmakers announced their plans at a news conference.
"We need to have work rewarded," said
Rep. Bob Franks of New Jersey. "It should
not be partisan," said Rep. Amo Houghton

of New York.
Most of those involved are from Northeastern states, and several are likely to face
difficult election races this fall.
Clinton and congressional Democrats
have been seeking a minimum wage increase for several months,part ofan effort to
appeal to workers whose standard of living
has stagnated in the past several years.
"House Republicans are finally climbing on board and it's about time," said
Labor Secretary Robert Reich in an interview. He said several of the Republicans
involved had told him privately in the past
they supported raising the minimum wage,
"but at the time they said they were constrained from showing support publicly."
He declined to name them.

• Sentencing

Man who threatened president
with bomb gets 24 years in prison
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)— A Charles
Manson fan who tried to mail a light-bulb
bomb to President Clinton has been sentenced to 24 years in federal prison.
David Shane Shelby, 33, accepted his
sentence quietly Wednesday from U.S.District Chief Judge David A. Winder.
"For quite some time in my life, I have
been listening to voices inside my head ...
that I thought came from God," Shelby told
Winder. "The terrible crimes I have committed were because I believed they were
the commandments of God. I have thrown
my life away."

StyleWriter 1200
With its compact size, it fits
almost anywhere.
Making it easy to move
wherever you want to
go. And with its outstanding printing quality, it
makes your work look
amazing.

Shelby was arrested Jan. 25, 1995, at a
commercial mail drop in Ogden as he was
packing a bomb bound for the White House
and a handgun for Manson, the California
mass murderer.
When the former wrestler pleaded guilty
in January, he admitted to the judge that the
bomb was a light bulb packed with smokeless powder that would have exploded when
screwed into a socket and turned on.
Defense attorney Joseph Fratto said it
would have been impossible for the bomb to
have passed through presidential security
and to have reached Clinton.

Look, if you think a
talking stuffed moose is pretty
amazing, listen to this. I was hanging out with
some of the boys the other evening. One of them just
bought a new Macintosh: Evidently, Apple is offering
incredibly low campus prices on Macintosh computers
right now.So he pops in this CD-ROM. Man, you wouldn't
believe what this thing could do. No wonder the Mac"
is one of the most advanced multimedia computers.
We're talking sight, sound, full-motion
video —the works. Gee, wish I
could move like that.

For more informal/on visit us on the Internet at hi0://hectinfo.apple.com/

gi

Apply for an Apple Computer Loan.Get a Mac:Pay later.

Visit Computer Connection
28 Shibles Hall or call 581-2580
No payment ofprincipal or interest will be requiredfor 90 days on the deferred Apple. Computer Loan offer Interest accruthg during this 90-day period will be added to 1/se principal asrd will bear interest which will be included in the repayment schedule The monthlyPayment quoted above loan estimate based on
a total loan amount of$1.396.81 which includes a sample purchase price of$1313for the Proforma 6211 system shown above. The total loan amount also Mcludes a 60% loan originationfee Interest is variable based on the Commercial Paper Rate plus a spread of635%. For example, the month ofJanuary 1996
had an interest rate of12.19% with an annualpercentage rate(APR)of13.97%. Monthly paymentfor the total loan amount described above would be $24.00 Monthly payment and APR shorn assumes no deferment ofprincipal and does not include slate or local sales tax. Monthly payments
may vary depending on actual computer system prices, total loan amounts, state and local sales taxes, and a change in the monthly variable interest rate. Prequalification expedites the loan proce'ss, but does not guaranteefinal loan approval. Subsequent acceptable verification documents
must be received before your loan is approved. Offers shown above expire May 15. 1996. See your campus storefor details about the Apple Computer Loan. ©1996 Apple Computer Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, LaserWriter Macintosh, Performa, PowerRook and SO,IeWriter are registered trademarks of
Apple Computer Inc. Mac and Power Mac are trademarks ofApple Computer Inc. PowerPC is a trademark ofhr/emotional Business Machines Corporation, used under license therefrom. All Macintosh computers are designed to be accessible to individuals with disabili0'.Th learn more (U.S only), call800-600-7908
or Tn.ROO-755-0601.
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• Baseball
Giant great retires
EAST RUTHERFORD,N.J.(AP)—
Defensive end Leonard Marshall, a starter on the Giants 1986 and 1990 Super
Bowlteams,re-signed Thursday with New
York so he could retire as a member ofthe
team.
Marshall,a memberofthe Giants from
1983 to 1992, played for the Jets in 1993
and Washington in 1994 but was not on a
team last year.
"I wanted to retire as a Giant because
it's where my career began," Marshall
said. "They were the people who believed in my talents and helped mold me
into the man lam today."
Marshall joined the Giants as a second-round draft choice out of Louisiana
State and became a starter during the final
six games of his rookie season.
The three-time member of the NEC
Pro Bowl team is second on the Giants
all-time career sack list with 79.5 behind
Lawrence Taylor's 132.5.
"He was certainly a great contributor
to an outstanding front seven, one of the
best in the league," said general manager
George Young.
Former New York center Bart Oates
on March 26 also ended his NFL career
by signing a contract with the Giants and
then announcing his retirement.

Whalers shy of goal
HARTFORD,Conn.(AP) — With a
deadline two weeks away, the Hartford
Whalers are 80 percent shy of a goal to
sell 11,000 season tickets in a campaign
to keep the team in town.
The Whalers, who indicated they will
start looking for a new home should their
month-long ticket drive fail, have sold
2,131 season tickets.
So far, 1,197 are renewals and 934 are
new season-ticket holders,team and state
officials said. They still need to generate
8,869 more by May 1.

Pitchers will face challenge if Maine plays
Husson is right down the road in Bangor,
and
Hofstra is located in upstate New
Sports Editor
York. No. 2, Hofstra is a conference opThe University of Maine baseball team ponent, and Maine can hardly afford to
will try to gets its home schedule under- have any more conference games canway this weekend, weather permitting.
celed.
If Mahaney Diamond is indeed ready
"We can always play Husson another
to be played on (according to the Univer- date here. We have that flexibility," said
sity of Maine's Sports Information De- Winkin. "We don't have any flexibility
partment a decision will probably be made with Hofstra, we've got to get that in."
Maine has dominated Husson in the
today), the Black Bears will face Div. III
Husson on Saturday and North Atlantic past, winning 38 of the 40 games the two
Conference foe Hofstra in a doublehead- teams have played. The last time Husson
er on Sunday.
beat the Black Bears was in 1993, ending
Mahaney Diamond is still fairly mud- Maine's 34-game winning streak against
dy, according to Black Bear pitcher Dave the Braves.
Foran, but head coach John Winkin hopes
The Hofstra games prove to be importhat Wednesday's rain got rid of the re- tant mid-season conference games, as the
maining frost on the diamond and a sun- Flying Dutchmen are just one and a half
ny Friday will dry the field enough to games ahead of the Black Bears at 5-7.
play.
Maine's pitching staff will get a test
"As I'm looking out on the field,there this weekend against Hofstra's offense.
isn't any water on the field, there isn't The Flying Dutchmen are second in the
even any water on the diamond," said NAC with a .313 team batting average.
Winkin from his office in the Mahaney Hofstra is lead by senior Jay McKenna
Clubhouse, which over looks Mahaney who is batting .363 with 16 RBIs. Mark
Diamond."So it's just a question of dry- Hello is batting .349, and Tom Caputo is
ing. All we need is some good weather batting .347 for the Flying Dutchmen.
and we'll be all set to play Saturday."
Maine's pitching has been hot of late.
The Husson game is more likely to be Sophomore Josh Harriman has not alpostponed than the doubleheader with lowed a run in his last 16.1 innings of
Hofstra for a number of reasons. No. 1, work. Freshman Pete Fisher has a 1.89

By Scott Martin

Irvin trial set for June 24
DALLAS(AP) — A trial for Dallas
Cowboys receiver Michael Irvin on drug
charges was set for June 24 but a judge
took no action on several media organizations' request to lift afar-reaching gag
order.
Irvin and two women were indicted
April 1 on felony cocaine possession and
misdemeanor marijuana charges.

earned run average over his last five starts
as the Black Bears are 4-6 in conference
play.
"I had hoped we would pitch this well at
the beginning of the season," said Winkin.
"If we can just get Andy Estabrooke back
to his potential, we will have a pitching
See BASEBALL on page 18

• Softball

Bears look to end slump this weekend

Former Pat signs with Raiders
EL SEGUNDO, Calif. (AP) — The
Oakland Raiders acquired offensive tackle
Pat Harlow from the New England Patriots
forasecond-round draft pick received hours
earlier from San Francisco.
Harlow,27, who played right and left
tackle in five seasons in New England,
agreed to a multi-year contract extension.
The deal came shortly after the
Raiders traded their second-round pick
in the draft,46th overall,for the 49ers'
second-round (57th overall) and
fourth-round (124th) picks.

UMaine head coach John Winkin
hopes his team will be able to playthis
weekend. (File Photo.)

Shelly Lefevre will look to lead the Black Bears past Hartford and Vermont. (File Photo.)

By Bill Stewart
Sports Writer
Home sweet home. The University of
Maine softball team returns to action this
weekend for its home opener, a doubleheader against Hartford. Maine faces Vermont Sunday in another doubleheader.
The Black Bears have played 31 games
away from Orono this year and have a
10-20-1 record. To start off the season.
Maine traveled to Florida where the team
played a 20-game swing against formidable opponents.
However, not only was the sunshine
state the birthmark of the season, it was
also the last place the Black Bears recorded a win.

Maine has gone 0-10-1 since its departure from Florida. The Bears are currently in last place in the NAC at 0-6 in
league play.
Even though the recent snowfalls and
rain showers that have made the ground
extremely soft, all games are still on,
weather permitting, said assistant coach
Deb Smith.
"We're up in the air because of the
weather," said Smith. "If it keeps raining, we may have to push some games
back on Saturday."
If the field is not ready for use, the
games might also be moved to an alternate site in Bangor.
In the first set of doubleheaders, Maine
will go up against the University of Hart-

ford on Friday starting at 1 p.m. Hartford is 2-6 in league play and is a familiar opponent to the Bears this year. The
two teams dueled in Florida earlier in
the season. It was the last game Maine
won, beating Hartford 7-3 on March
16th behind a well rounded effort, said
Smith.
"We played Hartford in our last game
in Florida," said Smith. "We hit very
well against them,and we're very happy
with how we played against them."
With only eight games remaining in
league play, Maine will look to end its
11 game winless streak this weekend.
"These games are very important for
our confidence level," said Smith."We
need to start playing our kind of softball
for us to make the North Atlantic Conference Tournament."
On Sunday, Maine will entertain Vermont for a doubleheader at noon. The
Catamounts are 4-2 in the conference,
four games ahead of Maine.
Vermont is led by a couple of strong
hitters in Melissa Mattuchio who is hitting .390 with 27 RBIs and Kristin Briggs
who is hitting .289 and 14 RBIs.
Maine will also likely see Kristin
Schoen on the mound. She leads Vermont with a 5-5 record and a 2.33 ERA.
The Black Bears will look to their
pitchers for another strong weekend of
consistent pitching to silence the bats of
Hartford and Vermont. Freshman pitcher Jenn Burton has started to come into
her own, as she has pitched some solid
games recently for Maine, said Smith.
See SOFTBALL on page 20
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• History

Baseball

Baseball celebrates Robinson

staff that will hold its own."
While Maine's pitching has been hot,
its bats have been extremely cold. The
Black Bears have only scored 14 runs in
their last six games.The Black Bears feel
that once the weather heats up, their bats
will do the same.

NEWARK, N.J.(AP) — Fifty years
ago, Rachel Robinson was like any other
young wife having pregame butterflies
as her husband took the field for his first
game in the minor leagues.
Her nerves were on edge, hoping he
would get a couple of hits, steal a few
bases and not make any errors. It would
be Day 1 on the way to the major leagues.
But Rachel Robinson had more on her
mind than hits and errors on April 18,
1946, in Jersey City when the Montreal
Royals played the Jersey City Little Giants.
The man playing second base for the
Royals 50 years ago was doing more than
making his minor league debut. Jackie
Robinson was breaking the color barrier,
becoming the first black to play in organized baseball in the modern era, and
enjoying the moment was near impossible for his wife.
Rachel Robinson simply didn't know

DINE-IN

TAKE-OUT

DELIVERY

Goodfortune
Delivered

what to expect from the fans, the players
or even the authorities.
"We had come from spring training
in Florida and it was kind of horrendous
with all the raw racial attacks Jack had to
take," she said.
Robinson and his teammates had been
locked out of the game in Jacksonville
and he had been taken off the field by
authorities in Sanford because local ordinances prohibited mixed race games.
There were also the rides in the backs of
buses, separate lodgings and the racial
slurs.
Compounding the situation was his
batting slump that spring.
"I was concerned about what the atmosphere was going to be like in New
Jersey and that Jack would have a good
day," Rachel Robinson said Tuesday.
"It was very important for him to do
that."
Arriving from New York City, Rachel
Robinson recalled finding a festive mood.
Schools had been let out by then Mayor
Frank Hague, the ballpark was packed
and several bands were playing.
"Somehow,I couldn't join in the fun
of that, emotionally," she said. "I was
just very nervous. I didn't sit down until
the third inning, when he got his first hit.
I kind of walked through the aisles,clutching my bag and worrying.
"We needed a job. We had just gotten

10%
off
order
with ).0tir

See ROBINSON on page 19
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from page 17
"We've played on a lot of real raw
days," said Winkin. "On some of those
days it is almost unbelievable that we
would score any runs."
"It's really hard to hit when it's that
cold and raw," said Foran."I think once it
warms up, we'll start to score some runs."

• NHL

Wings get comeback win
Red Wings 4, Jets 1
(AP) — The Detroit Red Wings and
At Detroit, the Jets scored on their first
Washington Capitals won their NHL playshot, by Alexei Zhamnov,and held the lead
off openers with surprising comebacks.
The Red Wings, who didn't win a single until the Red Wings rallied in the final
game during the regular season when they period. Draper tied it at 2:27 on a rebound,
trailed after two periods, scored three goals and Fetisov put Detroit ahead at 4:06 on a
in a 2:21 span of the third period to beat the backhand passfrom Sergei Fedorov.Johnson
made it 3-1 just 42 seconds later for the Red
Winnipeg Jets 4-1 Wednesday night.
Although they won an NHL-record 62 Wings, who haven't won the Stanley Cup
games during the regular season, the Red since 1955.
"We were very calm," said Draper.
Wings were 0-8-3 when trailing after two
periods. Winnipeg led 1-0 going into the "There was no panic at all."
"We've got to come out and play well
final period, but Detroit rallied on goals by
Kris Draper, Viacheslav Fetisov, Greg for a solid 60 minutes," Jets coach Terry
Simpson said. "We've had trouble with
Johnson and Paul Coffey.
"I could sense in the room, between consistency and it was there again tonight."
Capitals 6, Penguins 4
periods, that they were ready to explode,"
At Pittsburgh, the Capitals beat the PenDetroit coach Scotty Bowman said.
Pittsburgh, which won the Northeast Divi- guins in Game 1 ofa playoffseriesfor the fifth
sion with 102 points,blew a three-goal lead and straight time. Krygier's goal at 12:26 of the
third period broke a 4-4 tie,and MichalPivonlost at home to the Washington Capitals 6-4.
Todd Krygier scored twice during the ka added an empty-net goal with four seconds
comeback by the Capitals, who held Mario remainingfor Washington.PetNetived scored
Lemieux and Jaromir Jagr, the NHL's two goals 11 seconds apart in the first period, a
top scorers, to a total of three assists. The playoff record for a Pittsburgh player.
"We usually can bury a team once we
Capitals scored five straight goals after the
Penguins built a4-1 lead in the second period. get a lead," Penguins forward Glen Murray
"We're like Greg Norman — it seems said. "But we simply stopped playing."
Panthers 6, Bruins 3
we can't play with a lead, but we battle back
At Miami,Ray Sheppard had two goals
and make a great charge," said Washington
backup goaltender Olaf Kolzig, who shut and an assist in the first playoff game in
out Pittsburgh over the final 28:51 after Panthers history. Goaltender John Vanstarter Jim Carey was pulled. "The guys biesbrouck had 42 saves for Florida, while
Stu Barnes and Robert Svehla each had
more or less rallied around me."
In other playoff openers Wednesday two assists. The Panthers scored three
night, Florida beat Boston 6-3 and Chicago goals in a 77-second span in the first
period against Bill Ranford.
downed Calgary 4-1.
"Tonight is only one game and we have
Game 2 of the other four series will be
played tonight, with Tampa Bay at Philadel- three more wins to go," Sheppard said.
phia, St. Louis at Toronto, Montreal at the "I'm sure Billy Ranford will be better.HopeNew York Rangers, and Vancouver at Col- fully, we will be too."
Blackhawks 4,Flames 1
orado.Philadelphia,St. Louis,Montreal and
Colorado lead 1-0.
See HOCKEY on page 19
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Hockey

from page 18

At Chicago, Joe Murphy answered his
critics with two goals and an assist for the
Blackhawks.Murphy,benched for poor play
early in the season, sparked Chicago's offense after Calgary took an early 1-0 lead on
Sheldon Kennedy's goal. It was the Blackhawks'first win this season over the Flames,

who went 2-0-2 against Chicago in the regular season.
"I think people misjudge what I'm all
about," Murphy said."Ienjoy the pressure.
I think I can take my game to another level.
When the playoffs are on, I'll give it my all.
Now is the time to play hard."

JEINENNWINII
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Robinson
married on Feb. 10 and we had no savings. There weren't a lot of options for
black professional ballplayers in those
days."
Jackie Robinson, who was then 27,
needed only one game to erase his wife's
worries.
According to reports of the game, he
received polite applause in his first at bat
and then grounded out against left-hander Warren Sandell.
Two innings later, Robinson hit Sandell's first pitch over the left-field wall
for a three-run homer,starting what would
be a great day. He singled in his final
three at-bats, stole two bases, drove in
four runs and scored three more times,
twice by inducing balks while on third
base.
George Shuba, the Royals left fielder
that day and later Robinson's teammate
in Brooklyn,remembers the performance
well. He batted behind Robinson.
"He just had a great game," Shuba
said from Mobile, Ala., where he was on
a trip. "I was the fortunate one. He batted
second and I batted third, and when he hit
the home run everybody was looking to
see if a white guy was going to shake his
hand. Hell, he was on our side, wasn't
he? No problem."
Shuba said Robinson never stopped
hitting that season and won the International League batting title.

from page 18
At the same time, Rachel Robinson
said her husband was also coming to
grips with being more than a ballplayer
on his way to the bigs.
- "As we went from ballpark to ballpark and black fans began to fill the
stands in unprecedented ways and reacted very vocally to anything he did, it
became clear to us that he was carrying
the aspirations of our race on his shoulders," she said. "He began to feel that
keenly, and he knew if he failed that it
would set back social progress for God
knows how long. If he was simply doing
it for himself, the pressure would have
been much different."
Shuba marvels at Robinson's 1946
season.
"Most of us players could not comprehend that he was able to perform so
magnificently under such tremendous
pressure," Shuba said."He certainly had
a great first year in Montreal and I think
it was almost more important than the
one in '47, his first in the majors. He
could have hit .220 or got beaned or got
injured and not played a lot of games. But
everything went right. If he had hit .210
with Montreal, who knows?"
The first year paved the way for a Hall
of Fame career that included Rookie of
the Year honors in 1947 and a National
League MVP award in 1949, when Robinson led the league with a .342 average.

apartments apart ents•ap rtments
Apt. for Fall semester '96. 1,2,3,4, & 5
BR. Close to UM. Call 866-2516 or 9419113
Old Town showing + leasing 1 bed
from $350, 2 bed-$425, 4 bed-$750
Heat + Hot water Inc call 827-7404
1 BR APT heat + hot water inc. $375 +
security in Old Town 827-4561 Lease
Orono effic. Apts. close to campus,
store, and laundry heat incl. Aug +
Sept Leases $335-415+ dep Lou, 8664487
Old Town- 3 bedroom heated 600.
Also 3 bedroom heated 575. Parking,
storage, coin op Call 990-3576
Orono Townhouse APTS 2 br, 2 bath
basement for storage heat & h/w incl.
$600/mo + dep. call Lou 866-4487
ORONO 2Br APT for sublease this
summer 10 min walk to campus
great location $400 per month call
866-4493
Live off Campus yet close to Class! 1,
2 & 3Br utis maintenance FREE!! 30
day lease $399& up Call 866-4300.
Spring is here! Don't wait til
Fall..:Need an apt? Just give us a
call! 30 day lease! 866-4300. EHO.
Great 1,2,3 apartments as well as several
houses 942-6711 or evenings 827-3489
Cheryl
Orono 1 Bdr furnished modern walk
to UM professional setting summer
or year round $450 947-1874 8624139
For Rent Bradley- 9mi to campus mobile
home excellent condition Quiet 3br Kit
Bath Lrm 866-7798 $600/mo

Large 3-4 bdrm apt. View of Great
Works Dam. $650 includes heat, hot
water. Deposit, lease 827-6788
3 Bedroom house Penobscot river
views. $600-i-utilities. Deposit, lease.
827-6788
,
For Rent in June 3-4 bedroom
APTS. w/oil heat; 11/2 baths,
fully applianced w/dishwasher
Crosby & Hill St., Orono Quiet
neighborhood chem-free 1/2 mile
from Campus 866-3785
Old Town 3BR on Bus Rt. Clean
spacious and quiet. No pets. $650
mo including H+HW. Deposit 650
Call 827-2015 or 537-3555
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE APARTMENTS 660/mth. Luxury two
bedroom townhomes. Includes
Heat, Water, Sewer. No Pets. Sec.
Dep. and Lease Req. Close to
Campus. Call 945-6955.
STUDENTS ONLY! Live rent free
while in college. Nice Bangor two
family home. Call owner, eve., 7813968
3+4 Bedroom apt June 1st also 2 Br
500 and up Lease dep Call Kerry 9419539 EVE Day 827-6189
Sublet Stillwater Apartment from
May to August. Option to lease at
end of Aug. $262.50 Jen at 86646622
2 Bedrooms 2 skylights 2 mi Heat/
Hot water/ gas stove incl. Avail May
827-9151
Orono- 2 BR Avail Summer 96 or
Summer 96 thru Summer 97 Great
location, very spacious 500/mo Call
i 866-3764

Orono apartments 1 Br heat & hot
water 285 2 br heat & hot water 550
3 br house great landlords 866-25183248
Country living townhouse apts.
Private, quiet 2 BR 1 1/2 bath, kit,
LR, private entry. On-site laundry. 9
min. to campus. Heated & HW
included 575/mo. 866-7798.
Apts. for May term & summer sessions.
Walking distance to UM. Eff., 1, 2, & 3
BR. 866-2516/941-9113. Roommate also
wanted.
Bradley- 1 br apt in quiet setting $350/ mo + elec. No pets.
7 miles- campus. Ref & sec dep.
827-7017.
2, 3, 4 Br apartments available.
Various occupancy dates. Sec, +Ref
required. 1 yr leases call 827-3252
Luxurious Townhouses & Flats in a
beautiful setting within walking
distance to UMO. Kitchen has self
cleaning oven, side by side refrigerator/freezer, microwave, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, washer/dryer,
large fireplace in living room, cathedral ceilings, atrium doors to deck &
private wooded yard, oak spiral
staircase, 30 foot bedrooms w/
skylights, 2 full baths, storage,
parking. heat & hot water included.
4 tenants per unit. Townhouses
$940 ($235 per tenant), flats $850
($212.50 per tenant). Taking applications for May & September occupancy.
Tel. 866-0298/989-5775 Pager: 8239968
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Bradley- 1BR APT in quiet setting
+elec no Pets. 7
.
,
campus. Ref + Sec dep. 827-7017
Summer sublet- 1bdr in house in
Old Town, washer/dryer. $135/mo.
plus 1/4 util. Call 827-5706
SUMMER SUBLET OLD TOWN- To
share APT own room avail. June1Aug15 $150/mo OBO H+HW incl
Call Beth 827-2574
Sublet our FURNISHED 2BR Apt for
the summer. Hardwood floors,
natural sunlight, circular driveway
with dumpster. Completely furnished for only $450/month. 8662170 Kristen or JC
SUMMER APT FOR RENT! Cute 2
bedroom close to campus avail. May
13 asking $400/mos or BO Call 86602401
Orono APTS showing + leasing Eff1-2-3-4 Bedroom Apts from $200
Heat & Hot Water Included 8277231
Old Town showing + leasing 1-2-3-4
Bedroom Apts PLUS 3 Bed house Heat
& Hot Water included 827-7231
Orono- Heated 1 & 2 BDRM APTS
and furnished RMS walking distance
to University 866-2816 866-7888
For Rent in June 3-4 Bedroom APTS.
w/oil heat; 11/2 baths, fully applianced
w/dishwasher Crosby&Hill St., Orono
quiet neighborhood chem-free 1/2 mile
from campus 866-3785
FOR SUMMER RENT Quaint 1
bedroom efficiency located in pleasant
neighborhood, no door, no plumbing,
no heat, lovely newspaper-lined floor
call 866-3710 ask for Chloe
i
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Softball
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"Jenn Burton has been very consistent for us," said Smith. "She's been a
tremendous stopper for us and has picked
her game up."
This weekend the Black Bears will
look to end their string of losses and get
those all important league wins, said
Smith.
"We can win all four, it's not do or
die, but we need to win some games to
stay in the running for the NAC Tournament," replied Smith. "If we lose all
four, however, there will be a problem."

• Football

Nebraska QB dies in crash
RAYMOND,Neb.(AP)— Brook Berringer, the backup quarterback who helped
Nebraska win the 1994 national title, was
killed Thursday when the small plane he
was piloting crashed in a farm field.
Plane owner Harry Barr said the other
person in the two-seat plane was killed. Barr
identified the other victim as Toby Lake,the
brother of Berringer's girlfriend.

Barr said he has owned the plane for about
15 years. He said Berringer,22,often flew the
aircraft and had flown it earlier this week.
The small plane struggled to a height of
250 feet before crashing in a field near this
east-central Nebraska village minutes after
takeoff from a grass airstrip.
"We could tell it was going slow," said
Jim Jeffers, who lives about a mile from the

The Maine Campus Classifieds
help wanted
A as a Emp oyment- Fis mg n.ustry.
Earn up to $3,000- 6,000+ per month
Room & Board! Transportation! Male/
Female. No experience necessary!
206--971-3510 ext. A50674
Jobs for next Fall I have 5 people
graduating this semester so I will have
a lot of openings for jobs in the Fall. It
is the most convenient job you'll ever
have helping me do things everyday.
Call Bill Picard 1-7170
Career Assts. Needed Fall 96. Work
Study, Merit, or Interns. Interested call
The Career Center at X1359
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-$6000+
per month. Room & Board! Transportation! Male/ Female. No experience
necessary!(206) 971-3510 ext A50675
SUMMER JOB BUSINESS MAJORS and
everybody else are encouraged to apply.
Free Room & Board and $175-$200 a
week. The job would entail helping me in
daily activities including driving/traveling and
helping me do a little bit of research on the
business that my family is going to open. I
would like to pick somebody as soon as
possible because I really want us to get to
know each other before I pick anybody to
help/work for me!!! NO SPECIAL TRAINING NEEDED!!! Call Bill Picard at 1-7170.
Jobs: helping me do things that people
do every day like getting up, eating, or
going to bed and w/school work, driving,
socializing & anything fun etc. It is the
most convenient job you'll ever have. $5
an hour Call Bill Picard @ 1-7170.
SUMMER JOBS IN BAR HARBOR
Acadia Bike & Canoe/Costal Kayaking
Tours Bike Shop Staff, Sea Kayak Guides,
Store managers, Seasonal positions for
this summer. To receive job descriptions
& application visit the Student Employment Office @ 229 Alumni Hall on
Campus or Call 288-9605
EASTERN EUROPEAN JOBS-Teach basic
conversational English in Prague, Budapest,
or Krakow. No teaching certificate required.
Inexpensive Room & Board + other benefits.
For info. call (206)971-3680 ext. K50672
Caring, patient, responsible, energetic,
adventurous + creative person wanted to
care for our 6.5 + 2.5 yr. old boys this
summer. Occasionally M,definitely T+W
10:30-5 in Edgecomb. Own transportation
needed Ref's needed. Call 882-4127
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6 billion in
public and private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of grades,
income, or parent's income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services: 1-8002.3-6495 ext. F50673

crash site 11 miles northwest of Lincoln.
"After takeoff, when the wing dropped, I
knew it was going to hit the ground."
Lancaster County Sheriff Terry Wagner said the bodies were removed from
the crash site about 6:25 p.m. and were
taken to a Lincoln hospital for official
identification. The sheriff said dental
records would be used

Stop by the 4th floor
Chadbourne Hall for your
classified ad.

Boothbay Harbor, ME Waterfront Inn
hiring for Summer. Expir dinner staff
only. No expir needed for breakfast,
house, kitchen staff. Lawnmeer Inn
HENRY ROLLINS SPOKEN WORD
1406 Beach Rd., Englewood, FL 34223
SUNDAY APRIL 21 AT 6:00PM IN
941-475-7725
THE MEMORIAL GYM
ATTENTION SENIORS!!! Uncertain
Looking for Bob Dylan tickets. Four if
what you will doing after graduation?
possible. Can use two. Please call 722THE BAR HARBOR HOTEL BLUENOSE
3628 ask for Clayton.
INN is now accepting applications for
LIMBO DJ SERVICE Over $12,000 in
desk clerks, housekeeping staff,
music. All request. Booking for summer
kitchen staff, breakfast cook, bartendfunctions anywhere in Maine 581-4716
ers, grounds/maintenance, bell hops,
GET YOUR BUMSTOCK 95 CD FOR
and dishwashers. MUST BE AVAILONLY FIVE DOLLARS AT THE OCB
ABLE through October 20,1996.
OFFICE, THIRD FLOOR UNION CALL
Please call Connie at 1-800-445-4077
581-1840 FOR INFO SUPPORT
TROPICAL RESORT HIRING- EntryBUMSTOCK
level & career positions available worldAttention all students!!! Grants &
wide ( Hawaii, Mexico, Caribbean,
scholarships available! Billions of
etc.). Waitstaff, housekeepers,
$$$ in private funding. Qualify
Scubadive leaders, fitness counselors,
immediately. 1-800-243-2435.
and more. Call Resort Employment
SCHICKLE-FEST 96 SCHICK HAPPENS
Services 1-206-971-3600 ext. R50674
4:00PM on the BETA front yard free to
Camp Counselor Positions June 15all the Spoon Man will preform
August 11. Residential Girls Camp, 1
The women's ice hockey team would
hour from Portland, Maine, on
like to thank the General Student
beautiful lake. Archery, Drama, Arts
Senate for their support
& Crafts, Riding, Music, PhotograTravel more for less. Attend Art of
phy. Call or write: Anne Fritts, c/o
Discount Travel, Tues. Apr. 23 6-9:30
Camp Arcadia, Pleasantville Rd., New
Sponsored UM Conference + Institutes.
Vernon, NJ 07976 201-538-5409.
Toast Superior Rock'N'Roll 945-0826
TENNIS SUMMER JOBS- Summer Boys and
843-5947
Girls sports camps in Mass. Looking for
WANTED: Used/ Cheap Rowing Shell
instructors with Tennis background who
Mike @ 581-1269
can teach children to play tennis and who
LAMBING SEASON BEGINS 1ST WEEK
will enjoy a Professionally run sports
OF APRIL @WITTER CENTER/UNIVERenvironment. Great facility and staff!
SITY FARM, COME VISIT
Salary, Room & Board, Travel allowance al
The women's ice hockey team would like
included. Many positions still open. Call
to thank the General Student Senate for
Camp Winadu 800-4946238
their support.
Great summer job! Work outdoors
SCHICKLE-FEST 96 SCHICK HAPPENS
playing sports! Counselor, boys sports
4:00PM on the BETA front yard free to
camp in Maine. All land sports, tennis,
all The Spoon Man will preform.
waterfront activities, creative arts, outdoor
Male & Female Strippers. Beautiskills. Modern facilities, great pay. Call
ful Girls Now featuring the hot new
now 617-277-8080 Camp Cedar
Latin Connection. Exotica 947$Cruise Ships Hiring! Students
4406
needed! $$$+ free travel (CaribATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! over $6
bean, Europe, Hawaii) Seasonal /
Billion in public and private sector grants
Perm, no exp necessary, Gde, 919& scholarships is now available. All
929-4398 e1139
students are eligible. Let us help. For
500 summer camp opportunities in
more info. call: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
NY,PA,New England. Choose from 40
F50674
camps. Instructors needed! Tennis,
Letters of application for Grad
baseball, hockey, rollerblade, soccer,
Representative to BOT due April 24.
,softball, volleyball, basketball,
lacross
eFor more info. contact AGS at 581PE majors, education majors, gymnas2831
tics, english riding, lifeguard, WSI, water
Needed 23 students serious to lose 5-100
skiing, sailing, windsurfing, fitness, mt.
lbs. New Metabolism breakthrough
biking, pioneering, rockclimbing, ropes,
guaranteed results $29.95 1-800-435dance, piano accompanist, dramatics,
7291
ceramics,
i 'jewelry, woodshop, photograWANTED: Bob Dylan tickets. One or
phy, radio, nature, RN's, chefs, food
two, price negotiable. Call Scott 989services. Arlene 1-800-443-6428;
2231 day, 843-5515 evenings.
516-433-8033.

miscellaneous

Need College$? Consider private sector
scholarships. Free recorded message
gives details. 285-7655
EUROPE $169. Caribbean/Mexico
$189 R/T. Be a little flexible and save
$$$ We'll help you beat airline
prices. Destinations worldwide.

for sale
Jewel of a car!!! '73 Pontiac Catalina
w/only 102K on it. New Battery,
alternator, + 2 new tires. only $560.00!
This is your last chance to own a classic!
827-5950
Loft Single, Free-standing Loft
sanded, stained, polyed. Looks Great,
Easy to assemble. $100 OBO 8275388
Need a Word Processor? Mac LC
with 4mb RAM, monitor, keyboard,
etc. $400 Great entry level Computer
581-7234
81 KAWA K2650 $150 also skis,
boots, poles- 195's S12E 12 boot
$90. Call 827-7044
1989 Honda Civic LX 4DR 5SPD PW/
PDL AC great condition 113 mi
please call 581-1063 or 990-5871
after 7PM

lost & found
FOUND: Car keys and University Key
plus other attached items on key ring.
Found one month ago. Call Bruce at
1-1177 and identify
Lost: pair of prescription eyeglasses
in Guess holder. Last seen at Staurt
Commons. Please call with info.
581-8625 no questions asked
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3 Lines
3 Days
3 Bucks

